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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FIFTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
IN AND FOR PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA

TED BERNSTEIN, as Trustee
of the Shirley Bernstein Trust Agreement 
dated May 20, 2008, as amended.

Probate Division
Case No.: 502014CP003698XXXXSB

Plaintiff,

ALEXANDRA BERNSTEIN; ERIC BERNSTEIN;
MICHAEL BERNSTEIN; MOLLY SIMON;
PAMELA B. SIMON, Individually and as Trustee
f/b/o Molly Simon under the Simon L. Bernstein
Trust Dtd 9/13/12; ELIOT BERNSTEIN, individually,
as Trustee f/b/o D.B., Ja. B. and Jo. B. under the
Simon L. Bernstein Trust Dtd 9/13/12, and on
behalf of his minor children D.B., Ja. B. and Jo. B.;
JILL IANTONI, Individually, as Trustee f/b/o J.I.
under the Simon L. Bernstein Trust Dtd 9/13/12, and
on behalf of her Minor child J.I.; MAX FRIEDSTEIN;
LISA FRIEDSTEIN, Individually, as Trustee f/b/o
Max Friedstein and C.F., under the Simon L.
Bernstein Trust Dtd 9/13/12, and on behalf of her 
minor child, C.F.,

Defendants.
_______________________________________________ /

SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE'S MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF A 
GUARDIAN AD LITEM TO REPRESENT THE INTERESTS OF

ELIOT BERNSTEIN'S CHILDREN; FOR A GAG ORDER TO PROTECT 
GUARDIAN AND OTHERS; AND TO STRIKE ELIOT'S FILINGS

Successor Trustee, Ted S. Bernstein (the "Trustee"), moves the Court (i) to appoint a 

guardian ad litem to represent the interest of the children of Eliot Bernstein,, D.B., Ja.B. and Jo.B;, 

(ii) to impose a gag order preventing Eliot from harassing and intimidating the retained or appointed 

fiduciaries (including any newly-appointed Guardian ad Litem), as well as all professionals and the 

Court; and (iii) for an order striking all of Eliot's filings in this case for lack of standing, and states:
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1. Plaintiff, Ted S. Bernstein, as Successor Trustee of the Shirley Bernstein Trust 

Agreement dated May 20, 2008, seeks the appointment of a guardian ad litem to protect the interests 

of Eliot Bernstein's three children. By its ruling at the trial held on December 15th, the Court upheld 

the 2012 Will and Trust of Simon L. Bernstein and the 2008 Will and Trust of Shirley Bernstein. 

As a result of upholding these documents, the Court has determined that Eliot Bernstein, 

individually, is not a beneficiary of either Simon's or Shirley's Trusts or Estates. Instead, his three 

sons are among the beneficiaries of both Simon's and Shirley's Trusts, in amounts to be determined 

by further proceedings. Eliot lacks standing to continue his individual involvement in this case.

2. Based upon the events which have transpired and the pleadings and other papers filed 

by Eliot in this case, including statements in his Omnibus Petition to the Florida Supreme Court and 

his latest Motion to Disqualify this Court, the Trustee does not believe that Eliot is capable of 

adequately representing the interests of his children or willing to enable the Trustee to carry out 

Simon's and Shirley's wishes to benefit their grandchildren. Indeed, since the trial and the resulting 

Final Judgment, Eliot has increased his attacks on this Court and these proceedings.

3. Eliot shows no interest in seeing his parents' trusts and estates administered in an 

economic and efficient process to maximize the distribution among their grandchildren. Instead, he 

is on a never-ending crusade against injustice and corruption among judges, lawyers, fiduciaries, 

and others, including the Florida Supreme Court and the Florida Bar. In a recent filing, a Motion for 

Rehearing En Banc (Ex. A) of the dismissal of his "Petition for All Writs,"1 he wrote:

1 The Petition for All Writs sought prohibition against Judge Colin (who already recused 
himself in May) and an extraordinary writ to stop a routine, court-approved sale of Trust property. 
The sale would have closed March 31, 2015 but for Eliot's interference, and these delays will have 
cost the Trust far in excess of $150,000 by the time of the eventual closing.
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That the Florida judicial system has not only failed Bernstein twice in protecting his 
properties, life and liberty but it has played a significant role in the alleged criminal 
acts committed against Petitioner, his family and now perhaps has led to the death 
of his father . . . The recent criminal acts committed by Florida Bar attorneys and 
fiduciaries of the estates and trusts of Simon and Shirley Bernstein. These estate and 
trust crimes part of a fraudulent scheme and an attempt to rob and preclude Petitioner 
from inheritance, through Post Mortem crimes committed after the passing of his 
mother and father Shirley and Simon Bernstein through sophisticated complex legal 
frauds, including multiple Frauds on the Court and Fraud by the Court itself....

. . . many of the Florida Supreme Court Justices are named in all ongoing actions, 
including the instant matters involving the fraud on the court of Judge Martin Colin 
and Judge David French, where yet again we find members of the Florida Bar, two 
Florida judges and several more Florida attorneys at law involved in the criminal acts 
described herein and again using the Florida Courts to directly deprive Petitioner and 
his family of their rights and further retaliate against Petitioner to directly attempt to 
stop his pursuit of his Intellectual Property rights, his inheritancy and more.2

4. Further, because of Eliot's penchant to attack and try to exert pressure on fiduciaries, 

counsel and others who oppose his wishes, the Trustee believes it is necessary to enter an Order 

prohibiting Eliot and anyone acting in concert with Eliot from harassing the fiduciaries, counsel, and 

others, including any newly appointed Guardian ad Litem, and from disseminating or publishing by 

any manner or on any website any information about these matters. This internet cyber-bullying or 

cyber-terrorism has been ongoing for more than two years. (Composite Ex. C)

2 These thought are similar to thoughts he expressed on an internet website, praising a 
"heroic" lawyer who is crusading "to whistle blow on the corruption of the Florida Courts and its 
members that she has witnessed firsthand committed by attorneys at law, guardians and the judges 
involved in her mother's guardianship in what can only be called an elder eugenics program designed 
to at once kill the victims entrapped and simultaneously deplete virtually their entire net worth from 
the family and covert it to the court appointed guardians and attorneys at law, while providing the 
courts with funding as well." (Ex. B)

Eliot ties that to his parents' trusts: "I have witnessed firsthand this same racket in the Florida 
Probate Courts as my family's estate and inheritance have been desecrated and robbed by Florida 
Attorneys at Law,... with the help of two Florida Probate Judges, David French and Martin Colin."
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5. Eliot appears more interested in ruining lives and reputations by cyber-warfare than

in seeing these proceedings come to a conclusion. Eliot has exhibited a pattern of irrational behavior, 

demonstrated by threats of criminal prosecution and slanderous statements made in an attempt to 

exert pressure on the fiduciaries. Eliot's behavior has reached such deplorable levels that he 

continues to malign and disparage all of the fiduciaries - counsel, the independent Successor PR of 

Simon's Estate, and everyone else who stands in his way - personally and professionally. Eliot 

disseminates inflammatory and defamatory information over the internet without any regard for the 

negative impact such information may have.

6. Two recent examples of Eliot's wasteful conduct already have costs the beneficiaries 

significant real dollars. Eliot opposed the sale of his parents' primary residence, which was on the 

market nearly four years before a serious offer was made. The all-cash, "as-is" offer was set to close 

on March 31st. Eliot persuaded Judge Colin to delay the sale - at significant expense to the Trust 

- so he could challenge the sale price as inadequate. After a six-week delay, Eliot presented no 

witnesses and no evidence, and the sale was approved in a final order. Eliot did not appeal the order, 

but filed his All Writs Petition to the Florida Supreme Court. The sale has yet to close due to Eliot's 

filings - including a Motion for Rehearing En Banc and a Notice of Appeal to the Florida Supreme 

Court. This already has cost the Trust far more than $100,000 of the value it would have realized in 

March. Similarly, after claiming his father's 2012 testamentary documents were the product of 

mental incapacity, undue influence or fraud, at trial Eliot produced no witnesses or testimony to 

corroborate those baseless accusations. He did not even testify himself on any of the issues he raised. 

The Trust incurred substantial legal fees and costs addressing Eliot's fantastical claims.
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7. Eliot will never stop until a court stops him. Now is the time for such drastic

measures, while there are still some assets left for his children and the other grandchildren to receive 

as distributions. In light of the Final Judgment dated December 16, 2015, upholding Simon's 2012 

documents, Eliot is not a beneficiary of the Shirley Trust or the Simon Trust. As such, he lacks 

standing to participate as an individual. All of his individual filings should be stricken with 

prejudice. His filings in his capacity as guardian of his children should be conditionally stricken, 

without prejudice to the Guardian ad Litem seeking leave of court to pursue such claims and issues 

as the Guardian deems to be in the best interests of Eliot's children.

8. Finally, the Court should order Eliot Bernstein and others acting in concert with him 

to remove all internet postings about the judges, lawyers, fiduciaries and others involved in these 

matter, and preclude any further public or widespread dissemination of information about these 

proceedings. The Court should be aware that Simon's grandchildren are all starting their lives, and 

the "garbage" Eliot puts on the internet will be following along with these innocent grandchildren 

for the rest of their lives. As the fiduciary responsible to act in the best interests of the grandchildren, 

the Trustee requests that the Court enter a confidentiality or "gag" order to protect their interest.

WHEREFORE, the Trustee respectfully suggests that this Court: (i) appoint a Guardian Ad 

Litem for Eliot's three children;(ii) enter a confidentiality or "gag order" to protect the integrity of 

these proceedings and to safeguard the ability of fiduciaries, including a Guardian Ad Litem, to act 

independently and in the best interests of the beneficiaries; (iii) strike and/or dismiss all of Eliot's 

filings in this case as described above for lack of standing; and (iv) grant such other relief as the 

Court deems appropriate.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing has been furnished to parties listed on attached 

Service List by:  Facsimile and U.S. Mail;  U.S. Mail; | Email Electronic Transmission;  

FedEx;  Hand Delivery this 4th day of January, 2016.

MRACHEK, FITZGERALD, ROSE, KONOPKA, 
THOMAS & WEISS, P.A.

505 South Flagler Drive, Suite 600
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
(561) 655-2250 Telephone /(561) 655-5537 Facsimile
Email: arose@mrachek-law.com
Secondary: mchandler@mrachek-law.com
Attorneys for Ted S. Bernstein

By: Zs/ Alan B. Rose
Alan B. Rose (Fla. Bar No. 961825)
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SERVICE LIST
Eliot Bernstein, individually 
and Eliot and Candice Bernstein, 

as Parents and Natural Guardians of 
D.B., Ja. B. and Jo. B, Minors

2753 NW 34th Street
Boca Raton, FL 33434
(561) 245-8588 - Telephone
(561) 886-7628 - Cell
(561) 245-8644 - Facsimile
Email: Eliot I. Bernstein (ivicwii@ivicwii.tv)

John P. Morrissey, Esq.
330 Clematis Street, Suite 213
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
(561) 833-0866 - Telephone
(561) 833-0867-Facsimile
Email: John P. Morrissey
(iohn@jmorrisscylaw.com)
Counsel for Molly Simon, Alexandra Bernstein, 
Eric Bernstein, Michael Bernstein

Lisa Friedstein, individually and as trustee for her 
children, and as natural guardian for M.F. and 
C.F., Minors; and Max Friedstein 
lisa.fricdstcin@gmail.com

Jill lantoni, individually and as trustee for her 
children, and as natural guardian for J.I. a minor 
jilliantoni@gmail.com

Alan Rose, Esq.
Mrachek Fitzgerald Rose
Konopka Thomas & Weiss, P.A. 
505 S Flagler Drive, Suite 600 
West Palm Beach, FL 33401 
(561) 655-2250 - Telephone 
(561) 655-5537 - Facsimile
Email: arosc@mrachck-law.com

Pamela Beth Simon
303 E. Wacker Drive, Suite 2725 
Chicago, IL 60601
Email: psi mon @ slf3corp.com

Brian M. O’Connell, Esq.
Joielle A. Foglietta, Esq.
Ciklin Lubitz Martens & O’Connell 
515 N. Flagler Dr., 20th Floor 
West Palm Beach, FL 33401 
561-832-5900-Telephone 
561-833-4209 - Facsimile
Email: boconnell@ciklinlubitz.com;
jfoglictta@ciklinlubitz.com; 
service @ciklinlubit/..com; 
slobdcll@tciklinlubitz.com
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA 
FOURTH DISTRICT, 1525 PALM BEACH LAKES BLVD., WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401

ELIOT BERNSTEIN

Appellant / Petitioner(s)

CASE NO.: 4D15-3849
L.T. No.: 502011CP00653XXXXSB 
502014CA014637XXXXM B 
502014CP002815XXXXSB 
502014CP003698XXXXSB 
502015CP001162XXXXNB 
502015CP002717XXXXNB

v. ESTATE OF SIMON BERNSTEIN

Appellee / Respondent(s)

Motion for Rehearing En Banc

Eliot I. Bernstein, Petitioner-Appellant herein, respectfully shows this Court as follows:

1. lam the Petitioner Pro Se and file this Motion for a Rehearing En Banc of this Court’s 

determination and dismissal of a prior petition for All Writs further seeking a Stay and 

Injunctive relief originally filed at the Florida Supreme Court on June 10, 2015, and re-filed 

on June 30, 2015 to conform with page requirements.

2. While acting pro se, I nonetheless express a belief that this case and issues are of exceptional 

importance under Florida Rules of Appellate Procedure 9.331.

3. The motion is further timely within Florida Rules of Appellate Procedure 9.330.

4. This Court originally issued a Decision on Nov. 30, 2015 Dismissing the All Writs Petition 

as “Moot” but in the caption of the Decision it only referenced the Writ of Prohibition 

making it unclear if the other portions of Petitioner’s All Writs were Dismissed as well as

EXHIBIT
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“moot” as Petitioner was seeking Mandamus relief against Florida Judge Martin Colin and 

other relief such as a Stay and Injunctive relief.

5. Petitioner initiated a procedural phone call to the 4th DCA on or about Nov. 30, 2015 the 

same day of the Decision to determine the procedure for such a Clarification and originally 

was told by the Clerk Staff from the 4th DCA the Dismissal applied to the entire petition.

6. Very shortly thereafter, in order to be clear on this Court’s ruling, Petitioner made a 

subsequent call on that same day of Nov. 30, 2015 speaking to the same 4th DCA Clerk Staff 

to again seek procedural guidance on how to clarify this ruling and the 4th DCA Clerk stated 

“they told me” the Dismissal applied to all parts of the Petition referring to the original 

Decision of Nov. 30, 2015 which Denied the Writ of Prohibition as “Moot” and referenced 

Oct. 15, 2015 as the filing date of the Petition which was filed June 30, 2015 at the Florida 

Supreme Court.

7. The 4th DCA Clerk clarified that this filing date was the date the All Writs Petition was 

Transferred by the Florida Supreme Court.

8. Within 15 minutes to a half hour or less on Nov. 30, 2015,1 received an Amended copy of 

this Decision which now referenced the filing date of July 1, 2015 and Denying the entire 

Petition as “moot”.

This is a Case of Exceptional Importance

9. The Petition for All Writs brought up for the Florida Supreme Court the appropriateness of 

even ruling on the Petition for All Writs based upon a warned Conflict of Interest stemming 

from the following Petitioned in the All Writs:
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“Eliot Ivan Bernstein has pursued in investigations since early 2000 to present, 

including a Petition to the White House1, the White House Counsel’s Office, the 

US Attorney General’s Office, investigations to the SEC2, FBI, and various State 

Attorney Generals, and actions with the USPTO, and other legal actions, 

including RICO and ANTITRUST civil litigation and criminal complaints several 

Florida Supreme Court Justices, The Florida Bar, several New York Supreme 

Court Justices, the New York Supreme Court Disciplinary Agencies 1st & 2nd, 

several large law firms and lawyers, political figures at the highest levels in both 

Florida and New York and others and this may cause any review of the following 

matters by any member of The Florida Bar, a subsidiary of the Florida Supreme 

Court, with any title in the organization, to prejudice the rights of Eliot Bernstein 

and his family and will be construed as a denial of due process that obstructs 

justice.”

10. This Conflicts of Interest section went on to further expressly name the following: 

Defendants in the RICO and other actions include:

• “STATE OF FLORIDA,

• OFFICE OF THE STATE COURTS ADMINISTRATOR, FLORIDA,

• FLORIDA SUPREME COURT,

http://iviewit.tv/CompanvDocs/United%2QStates%20District%20Court%20Southern%20District 
%20NY/200902137o20FINAL%20SIGNED%20LETTER7o200BAMA0/o20T00/o20ENJOIN%20US%20A 
TTORNEY7o20FINGERED7o200RIGINAL7o20MAIL7o20l.pdf
2

http://www.iviewit.tv/CompanvDocs/United%20States%20District%20Court%20Southern%20D 
istrict%20NY/20090325%20FINAL7o20lntel%20SEC%20Complaint7o20SIGNED2073.pdf 
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o Jorge Labarga, in his official and individual capacities, [this lawsuit prior 

to his unbelievable rise to Chief Justice of the Florida Supreme Court after 

the Bush v. Gore election where he aided in the failure to recount the 

People's vote when he was a civil circuit judge and for his effort to derail 

Eliot’s legal rights in the first lawsuit involving Eliot and others stolen 

Intellectual Properties that has led to this mess filed before his court. 

Proskauer v. Iviewit, Case #CASE NO. CA 01-04671 AB.]

0 Charles T. Wells, in his official and individual capacities,

0 Harry Lee Anstead, in his official and individual capacities,

■ R. Fred Lewis, in his official and individual capacities,

■ Peggy A. Quince, in his official and individual capacities,

■ Kenneth B. Bell, in his official and individual capacities,

■ THOMAS HALL, ESQ. in his official and individual capacities,

o THE FLORIDA BAR,

■ JOHN ANTHONY BOGGS, ESQ. in his official and individual 

capacities,

■ KELLY OVERSTREET JOHNSON, ESQ. in her official and 

individual capacities,

■ LORRAINE CHRISTINE HOFFMAN, ESQ. in her official and 

individual capacities,

■ ERIC TURNER, ESQ. in his official and individual capacities,

■ KENNETH MARVIN, ESQ. in his official and individual 

capacities,
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■ JOY A. BARTMON, ESQ. in her official and individual capacities,

■ JERALD BEER, ESQ. in his official and individual capacities,

■ BROAD & CASSEL, and, all of its Partners, Associates and Of

Counsel, in their professional and individual capacities,

■ JAMES J. WHEELER, ESQ. in his professional and individual 

capacities,

o DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATION

-FLORIDA,”

11. A simple review of the cited resource locator in the All Writs Petition at

http://www.iviewit.tv/CompanvDocs/United%20States%20District%20Court%20Southern%

20District%20NY/20090325%20FTNAL%20Intel%20SEC%20Complaint%20SIGNED2073.

pdf would show any reviewing body or jurist that the underlying frauds at issue having been 

reported to the White House, White House Counsel’s Office, US Attorney General’s Office

and various Federal Agencies such as the FBI implicate an ongoing Fraud upon the United

States itself being fraud at the USPTO.

12. Even without reviewing the information at this resource locator, the plain text at the All

Writs Petition further showed that the frauds had now elevated into Estate and Trust frauds

within the State of Florida and the possible murder of Simon Bernstein and further

implicating members of the Florida Supreme Court and Florida Bar as follows:

“That the Florida judicial system has not only failed Bernstein twice in 
protecting his properties, life and liberty but it has played a significant role in the 
alleged criminal acts committed against Petitioner, his family and now perhaps 
has led to the death of his father, as alleged by Petitioner’s brother Ted as a 
possible “murder.” The recent criminal acts committed by Florida Bar attorneys 
and fiduciaries of the estates and trusts of Simon and Shirley Bernstein. These 
estate and trust crimes part of a fraudulent scheme and an attempt to rob and 
preclude Petitioner from inheritance, through Post Mortem crimes committed 
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after the passing of his mother and father Shirley and Simon Bernstein through 
sophisticated complex legal frauds, including multiple Frauds on the Court and 
Fraud by the Court itself, with irrefutable evidence of criminal acts by lawyers 
and law firms and now new allegations that Judges are involved on the attempt to 
fix and silence the crimes of other members of the Florida Bar and others.

That in the original instance of fraud that occurred against Petitioner and 
his family in the Courts, many of the Florida Supreme Court Justices named 
herein may recall that Bernstein in early 2000 began pursuing members of the 
Florida Bar from a case that began with Jorge Labarga and the international law 
firm Proskauer Rose intimately involved in thefts of technologies valued as “The 
Holy Grail” and “Priceless” by leading engineers and when Judge LaBarga was a 
circuit court judge in Palm Beach County and the complaints against the lawyers 
and judges involved made their way all the way up to the Supreme Court and why 
many of the Florida Supreme Court Justices are named in all ongoing actions, 
including the instant matters involving the fraud on the court of Judge Martin 
Colin and Judge David French, where yet again we find members of the Florida 
Bar, two Florida judges and several more Florida attorneys at law involved in the 
criminal acts described herein and again using the Florida Courts to directly 
deprive Petitioner and his family of their rights and further retaliate against 
Petitioner to directly attempt to stop his pursuit of his Intellectual Property rights, 
his inheritancy and more.

These matters are brought expressly to the forefront of this case so matters 
of conflicts of interest may be properly adjudicated even in the hearing of the 
instant petitions for writs and other relief and for consideration as to whether the 
entirety of these matters should be transferred to a jurisdiction outside the State of 
Florida and other proper relief. “ See, Petition for All Writs.

13. The case is thus of not only exceptional importance but statewide importance as not only 

implicating related ongoing frauds upon the United States but the fundamental Due Process 

issue of whether the Florida Courts themselves can be an appropriate forum for the Petitioner 

given the current Florida Supreme Court Judge Jorge Labarga’s involvement in the 

underlying frauds along with substantial members of the Florida Bar including Jerald Beer of 

the Ciklin, O’Connell law firm now in a case where possible murder has been alleged.

14. Thus the case should be heard En Banc as exceptional importance is shown.

15. Clearly neither the Florida Supreme Court nor this Court of the 4th DCA addressed the 

exceptional important issue of whether the fundamental due process can be served with the 
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Conflicts of Interest referenced in the petition and thus this part of the Petition was clearly 

overlooked and / or misapprehended.

16. Clearly the exceptional importance of the statewide due process conflict of interest issues are 

not moot and these matters were overlooked or misapprehended.

Other Issues Overlooked, Misapprehended and Not Moot

17. The Petition for All Writs further brought up mandamus against Judge Martin Colin to issue 

a Disqualification as a necessary and material fact witness and void all of his orders therein 

where clear fraud upon the Court has occurred and Judge Colin himself may be part of the 

machinery of the Court involved in the fraud.

18. While not stated in this Court’s Decision, it was argued by Alan M. Rose on behalf of Ted 

Bernstein to this Court that due to Judge Colin’s “recusal” which came within 24 hours of 

denying the mandatory Disqualification as a necessary and material fact witness rendered the 

Writ “moot”.

19. However, this again must have been overlooked and misapprehended.

20. Judge Colin’s sudden “recusal” does not change and did not change his status as a material 

fact witness in underlying fraud in his court which, quite interestingly, expressly involves 

Ted Bernstein who Alan Rose is representing.

21. Judge Colin remains a material fact witness and thus, this part of the Petition for All Writs 

was clearly not moot and mandamus should issue immediately so proper Disqualification 

Orders can be issued.

22. Further, the Petition brought up for review Judge Colin’s “steering” and “poisoning” of the 

“Transfer” of the Case to the North Branch acts which were and are alleged to have been 
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beyond and outside his jurisdiction as one who mandatorily had to be disqualified under 

Florida law.

23. Once it is properly determined that Judge Colin should be mandatorily disqualified and 

subject to mandamus, all of these wrongful acts of Transfer without jurisdiction are clearly 

presently relevant to the case and must have been overlooked and or misapprehended by this 

Court and clearly were not and are not moot.

24. Further, the Petition for All Writs brought up for review under mandamus that Judge Colin’s 

Orders issued as having been what should have been a Disqualified material fact witness at 

least as of Jan. 3, 2013 or by latest May of 2013 based upon when clear indisputable fraud 

had to have been discovered in his Court, that such Orders must be Voided.

25. In fact, the property referenced by Alan Rose to be sold was part of an illegal Order of Judge 

Colin grounded in fraud as a material fact witness and prohibiting this sale clearly is not 

moot and must have been overlooked and misapprehended.

26. This Court must have overlooked or misapprehended, this part of the Petition as all of these 

Orders since either Jan. 3, 2013 or at least May 6, 2013 forward must now be Voided and 

clearly these Orders are presently impacting the Case and thus are not moot.

27. Still further, the Petitions sought specified Stay and injunctive relief none of which was or is 

moot and thus this Court must have overlooked and or misapprehended this part of the 

Petition as well.

28. Clearly the Petition for All Writs has substantial case law authority which should have been 

relied upon if the Petition had not been overlooked and / or misapprehended and Petitioner 

simply refers this Court back to the All Writs Petition for said authorities to stay in 

conformity of the rules preventing re-argument.
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WHEREFORE, Petitioner respectfully prays for an Order granting En Banc rehearing 

relief and further issuing mandamus against Judge Colin as a material and fact witness, 

voiding of all Orders of Judge Colin since at least Jan. 3, 2013 or May 2013 to the present 

and further determination as to the impropriety of the interference in the orderly Transfer of 

this case to the North Branch thus transferring the case to a randomly selected independent 

neutral Judge unless the conflict of interest issues raised by any hearing within the State of 

Florida determine transfer outside the State and further that this Court should provide 

affirmative review of said Conflicts of interest in any further Order or Decision herein or 

alternatively certify the conflicts of interest and due process issue to the Florida Supreme 

Court as an exceptional issue of statewide and novel importance.

Dated: December 15, 2015 /s/Eliot Ivan Bernstein

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing has been furnished to parties listed on attached 

Service List by E-mail Electronic Transmission; Court ECF; this 15th day of December, 2015.

Eliot Ivan Bernstein 
2753 NW 34th St.
Boca Raton, FL 33434 
561-245-8588 
iviewit@iviewit.tv

By: /s/ Eliot Ivan Bernstein 
________________________________________________ Eliot Ivan Bernstein
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SERVICE LIST-CASE NO. SC15-1077

John P. Morrissey, Esq.
330 Clematis Street, Suite 213
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
(561) 833-0766-Telephone
(561) 833-0867 -Facsimile
Email: John P. Morrissey 
(iohn@jrnoiTisseylaw.com)

Lisa Friedstein
2142 Churchill Lane Highland Park, IL 60035 
lisa@friedsteins.com

Jill lantoni
2101 Magnolia Lane Highland Park, IL 60035 
jilliantoni@gmail.com

Peter M. Feaman, Esq.
Peter M. Feaman, P.A.
3695 West Boynton Beach Blvd., Suite 9
Boynton Beach, FL 33436
(561) 734-5552 -Telephone
(561) 734-5554-Facsimile
Email: service@feamanlaw.com : 
mkoskey@feamanlaw.com

Gary R. Shendell, Esq.
Kenneth S. Pollock, Esq.
Shendell & Pollock, P.L.
2700 N. Military Trail,
Suite 150
Boca Raton, FL 33431
(561)241-2323 - Telephone (561)241-2330-Facsimile
Email: gary@shendellpollock.com 
ken@shendellpollock.com 
estella@shendellpollock.com 
britt@shendellpollock.com 
grs@shendellpollock.com

Robert Spallina, Esq.
Donald Tescher, Esq.
Tescher & Spallina
925 South Federal Hwy., Suite 500
Boca Raton, Florida 33432

Brian M. O'Connell, Esq.
Joielle A. Foglietta, Esq.
Ciklin Lubitz Martens & O'Connell 
515 N. Flagler Dr., 20th Floor 
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
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Scanned Retina - A Resource for the People!
For the adults in the room!

ELiot loan Bernstein: I haue witnessed firsthand the injustice of Judge Michael Genden in his 
court: Retaliation against Barbara Stone!
Posted on August 8.2015

On Aug 8, 2015, at 7:24 AM, Eliot Ivan Bernstein <iviewit@iviewit.tv> wrote:

Judicial Qualifications Commission Members:

Mr. Ricardo (Rick) Morales, III, CHAIR

Hon. Kerry I. Evander, VICE-CHAIR

Alan B. Bookman, Esq.

Ms. Shirlee P. Bowne*

Michelle K. Cummings, Esq.

Mayanne Downs, Esq.

Mr. Harry R. Duncanson, CPA

Hon. Thomas B. Freeman

Hon. Krista Marx

Steven R. Maxwell, Ed.D.

Hon. Michelle T. Morley

Hon. Robert Morris

Jerome S. Osteryoung, Ph.D.

Hon. James A. Ruth

John G. (Jay) White, III, Esq.

Michael L. Schneider, Executive Director

Michael L. Schneider, General Counsel

Alexander J. Williams, Assistant General Counsel 

Post Office Box 14106 

Tallahassee, FL 32317

(850) 488-1581

contact@floridajqc .com

Dear Hon. Kerry I. Evander, VICE-CI 

My name is Eliot Ivan Bernstein and I 

Michael Genden and witnessed firstha 

which danger is confirmed by medical 

who has taken the heroic path as an att 

committed by attorneys at law, guard!: 

designed to at once kill the victims ent 

guardians and attorneys at law, while |
 

was transformed from a vibrant health
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dio has reviewed the Barbara Stone complaint attached herein against Judge 

on against Barbara who is desperately trying to save her mother’s life and 

m attorney at law with an unblemished career through her eventual retirement 

in of the Florida Courts and its members that she has witnessed firsthand 

her’s guardianship in what can only be called an elder eugenics program 

tually their entire net worth from the family and covert it to the court appointed 

ell. Helen Stone went into a guardianship for financial protection and quickly 

wheelchair with a feeding tube in now an induced medical guardianship and

who has been taken in for emergency lifesaving procedures due to the neglect she has suffered since imprisonment in the guardianship.

In attempting to expose this corrupt guardianship and those involved Barbara has done everything required under law and in response and retaliation her 

due process rights were removed and she was portrayed as a criminal and in fact criminally arrested by Judge Genden’s bizarre orders for her efforts to 

protect her mother. She and her mother have been denied due process and the right to counsel and I witnessed in Federal Court before Magistrate Judge 

Hunt in Florida an attorney, Deborah Rochlin, Esq. state on the stand under oath that Judge Michael Genden had issued threats against her in Ex Parte 

communications that if she continued to represent the Stone family she would targeted for disciplinary actions and more, which caused her in fear of losing 

her livelihood to immediately withdraw from representing the Stones. However, in heroic fashion and duty bound to report the misconduct of attorneys at

EXHIBIT 
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law and judges under Florida Rules of Professional Conduct, Ms. Rochlin did just that by signing a sworn affidavit stating that she was contacted by Judge 

Genden and a one Roy Lustig, Esq. and extorted and threatened. For this heroic act and following her duty to report misconduct, Judge Genden filed a bar 

complaint against Ms. Rochlin.

In Federal Court, it was exposed that Roy Lustig, Esq. has a pattern and practice of Fraud on the Court that was exposed by the Third DCA in a case 

involving Leo’s Liquor and yet despite the courts recommendation for State Bar Sanctions and more, it appears Mr. Lustig walked protected by the State 

Bar of Florida and no action was taken despite his fraud on the court being proven by the court. In the hearing before Magistrate Judge Hunt however, 

Lustig made statements that appeared to claim that Barbara Stone, Esq. was not a lawyer and that she was some kind of fraud and this swayed and biased 

the opinion of Magistrate Judge Hunt so much so that he made his own efforts to discover if she were a lawyer and then in an opinion to Judge Zolch stated 

Barbara was a liar and not forthright with the Court. However, due to lack of diligence it appears that no one had checked her married name and thus both 

Judge Hunt and Lustig then had mud on the face. To resolve this problem it appears that despite Barbara having been a retired attorney at law with a 

blemish free career, the Florida Supreme Court through the aegis of its subsidiary The Florida Bar instantly moved to DISBAR Barbara Stone, Esq. on 

trumped up charges relating to her efforts to free her mother from the concentration camp she is in.

I have witnessed firsthand this same racket in the Florida Probate Courts as my family’s estate and inheritance have been desecrated and robbed by Florida 

Attorneys at Law, including but not limited to, Robert L. Spallina, Esq., Donald R. Tescher, Esq. and Alan B. Rose, Esq. all with the help of two Florida 

Probate Judges, David French and Martin Colin. Attorneys Tescher and Spallina through their law firm Tescher & Spallina, PA have admitted to fraud on 

the court and fraud on the beneficiaries and have also admitted to submitting to the courts fraudulently notarized and forged signatures for six parties, 

including for my deceased father POST MORTEM and yet they have been allowed to continue to practice before the courts and the Florida Bar despite 

being fully aware of these crimes has done NOTHING to any of the attorneys involved, in fact, allowing Spallina to merely surrender his license without 

discipline despite his admitted felony criminal acts against my family, including three minor children who have been harmed by their actions. My brother 

on the day my father died alleged that he was murdered by poisoning and started a criminal complaint and autopsy that have also been mishandled once it 

was apparent that the person accused, his girlfriend was most likely innocent if he were murdered and now due to the financial crimes and fraud committed 

by the Attorneys at Law the potential accomplices to any murder may in fact be members of the Florida Bar who may have had a hand in any foul play due 

to the fact that they are the ones who have committed felony criminal acts and financial crimes against the estates and trusts beneficiaries for their own 

pecuniary gains. After a year a heavy metal test was finally performed and the results came back with 3 heavy metals elevated to reportable levels, 

including but not limited to, Arsenic and Cadmium. The attorney and judge self-regulating system of the Florida Bar and Judicial Qualifications 

Commission (which have no authority or jurisdiction to interfere in criminal complaints against their members) have become a joke and actually appear to 

be attorney protection agencies to protect the crimes being committed through the use of the courts by their members and steering and interfering with 

criminal charges made against members to Police and Sheriff agencies to derail the criminal investigations. Ms. Stone has also filed criminal charges 

against Michael Genden for his threats and extortion made upon her counsel and yet not a single law enforcement agency will investigate her criminal 

complaint filed in accordance with Florida Statutes. For Shame on our corrupted legal system that appears to start at the top and perverse the entire body of 

law in Florida and any lawyer standing up to this is instantly Witch hunted and Disbarred, effectively destroying their lives or forcing them to complicity in 

fear of their extorters.

My case is currently before the Supreme Court of Florida and can be found @ 

http://www.iviewit.tv/Simon%2Qand%20Shirley%20Estate/20150630%20FINAL%20REDQ%20All%20Writs%20Mandamus%20Prohibition%20and%20Restraining%2(

http://www.iviewit.tv/Simon%20and%20Shirley%20Estate/20150609%20FINAL%20All%20Writs%20Mandamus%20Prohibition%20and%20Restraining%20Qrder%20; 

The crimes in these Probate cases have also caused multiple other actions to be filed both state and federally at great expense to the victims all due to 

criminal misconduct by Attorneys at Law and Judges. In fact, arrest has now been made of the Legal Assistant and Notary Public for Tescher & Spallina PA 

and similar arrest and investigation of the Attorneys at Law and Judges are underway but it appears that these may have been stymied, delayed and 

potentially derailed by interference in the criminal investigation by Judge Colin, which is currently under investigation as well.

The cases are as follows:

Florida Supreme Court CASE NUMBER: SC15-1077

Judge Coates Cases

[if IsupportLists]!. [endif|Case ID: 502015CP002717XXXXNB

Judge Martin Colin Cases

Estate and Trust Cases, Simon, Shirley and Children

[if IsupportLists]!. [endifJCase # 502012CP004391XXXXSB - Simon Bernstein Estate

[if !supportLists]2. [endif]Case # 502011CP000653XXXXSB - Shirley Bernstein Estate

[if !supportLists]3. [endifJCase # 502014CP002815XXXXSB - Oppenheimer v. Bernstein Minor Children

[if !supportLists]4. [endifJCase # 502014CP003698XXXXSB - Shirley Trust Construction

[if !supportLists]5. [endifJCase #502015CP001162XXXXSB - Eliot Bernstein v. Trustee Simon Trust Case OLD CASE#
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502014CA014637XXXXMB

[if! supportLists]6. [endiflCase # TBD - Creditor Claim - Eliot v. Estate of Simon

[if IsupportLists]?. [endifJCase # 13-CV-03643 - Federal Lawsuit in the US District Court of Eastern Illinois, before the Hon. Judge Amy St. Eve., now 

before Honorable Judge Robert Blakey.

Judge David E. French Cases

[if 1 supportLists] 1. [endif|Case # 20I2CP004391 IX - Simon Bernstein Estate

All of the family estate problems may also be linked to another series of crimes still being pursued committed against both my father and myself involving 

Intellectual Property Thefts committed by our attorneys at law from Proskauer Rose, LLP and Foley & Lardner LLP for IP valued in the billions to trillions 

and which led my filing a RICO and ANTITRUST civil lawsuit that was subsequently related a New York Supreme Court Attorney Disciplinary 

Department Whistleblower Lawsuit of Christine C. Anderson, Esq. This lawsuit will shortly be petitioned to be reopened due to the alleged new RICO 

violations in the Florida Probate Courts, including new predicate acts of, Alleged Murder of Simon Bernstein, Fraud, Forgery, theft of estate and trust assets 

and more, all crimes again primarily committed by attorneys at law. My car has had a bomb put in it and for visual graphics of the car bombing that blew up 

three cars next to it in Del Ray Beach, FL see www.iviewit.tv homepage. My RICO case and the cases legally related by Hon Federal Judge Shira 

Scheindlin are as follows:

Cases @ New York Second Circuit 

[if IsupportLists]!. [endifJFile USCA Case Number 10-5303 = P. Stephen Lamont Appeal Docket No.

Case 08-4873-cv United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit Docket - Bernstein, et al. v Appellate Division First Department Disciplinary 

Committee, et al. - TRILLION DOLLAR LAWSUIT

Related Cases @ US District Court - Southern District NY

[if I supportLists] 2. [endifJCapogrosso v New York State Commission on Judicial Conduct, et al.

[if !supportLists]3. [endifjEsposito v The State of New York, et al.

[if !supportLists]4. [endif]McKeown v The State of New York, et al.

[if !supportLists]5. [endif]07cv09599 Anderson v The State of New York, et al. - WHISTLEBLOWER LAWSUIT which other cases have been marked 

legally "related” to by Fed. Judge Shira A. Scheindlin

[if !supportLists]6. [endif]07cvl 1196 Bernstein, et al. v Appellate Division First Department Disciplinary Committee, et al.

[if IsupportLists]?. [endif]07cvl 1612 Esposito v The State of New York, et al.,

[if !supportLists]8. [endif]08cv00526 Capogrosso v New York State Commission on Judicial Conduct, et al.,

[if !supportLists]9. [endifj08cv02391 McKeown v The State of New York, et al.,

[if IsupportListsJIO. [endif]08cv03305 Carvel v The State of New York, et al., and,

[if! supportLists] 11. [endif]08cv4438 Suzanne McCormick v The State of New York, et al. 

[if IsupportLists] 12. [endif]08 cv 6368 John L. Petrec-Tolino v. The State of New York

Sought Relation but not 

[if IsupportLists] 13. [endif]08cv02852 Galison v The State of New York, et al., 

[if I supportLists] 14. [endif]08cv4053 Gizella Weisshaus v The State of New York, et al.

[if IsupportLists] 15. [endif]06cv05169 McNamara v The State of New York, et al

RICO AND ANTITRUST LAWSUIT 

http://iviewit.tv/ComDanyDocs/United%20States%20District%20Court%20Southern%20District%20NY/20080509%20FINAL%20AMENDED%20COMPLAINT%20Al 

The Florida Courts have been infected by criminals and it appears a top down takeover. Since you are at the top of the regulatory agency that is responsible 

for protecting the citizens of Florida from rogue and dangerous criminals disguised as Attorneys at Law and Judges I anticipate your immediate response to 

both Barbara and my own cases, seeking full investigation by the State Bar and JQC and joining the necessary State and Federal Criminal authorities as you 

are duty bound to do when membere of your cartel are alleged by citizens to have committed felony acts and used the Courts as their vehicle to commit 

crimes. Recently, large amounts of Press have exposed the guardianship abuses running rampant in Florida and similar to the home foreclosure fraud in 

Horida, the crimes are being committed by "attorneys at law” and further aided and abetted by “judges” all members of an organization headed by you and 

where nothing is being done by your agency to take any action other than to protect the accused and aid and abet in the evasion of their criminal 

prosecutions.

Thank you,

Eliot I. Bernstein

Inventor
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Iviewit Holdings, Inc. - DL

Iviewit Holdings, Inc. - DL (yes, two identically named)

Iviewit Holdings, Inc. - FL

Iviewit Technologies, Inc. - DL

Uviewit Holdings, Inc. - DL

Uview.com, Inc. - DL

Iviewit.com, Inc. - FL

Iviewit.com, Inc. - DL

I.C., Inc. - FL

Iviewit.com LLC - DL

Iviewit LLC - DL

Iviewit Corporation - FL

Iviewit, Inc. - FL

Iviewit, Inc. - DL

Iviewit Corporation 

2753 N.W. 34th St.

Boca Raton, Florida 33434-3459

(561)245.8588(0)

(561) 886.7628(c)

(561)245-8644 (f)

iviewit@iviewit.tv

httn.7/www.iviewit.tv

http://iviewit.tv/inventor/index.htm

http://iviewit.tv/iviewit2

http://www.facebook.eom/#l/iviewit

httpV/www.youtube.com/user/eliotbemsteinyfeature^nhum

in loving memory and sad post mortem attorney corruption story

http://iviewit.tv/ShirlevBemstein

http://iviewit.tv/SimonBemstein

httn://iviewit,tv/ThisisBullshit

Also, check out
Eliot’s Testimony at the NY Senate Judiciary Committee Hearings Professional Video courtesy of NY Senate, my fav part at 

end
http://\v\v\v.youtube.com/\vatch'?v=7ol IKs crYIs
Eliot’s Testimony at the NY Senate Judiciary Committee Hearings Professional Video Handheld Camera View, my favorite 
version at the very end
http://youtu.be/3O9MzqZv41w
and
Christine Anderson New York Supreme Court Attorney Ethics Expert Whistleblower Testimony, FOX IN THE HENHOUSE 
and LAW WHOLLY VIOLATED TOP DOWN EXPOSING JUST HOW WALL STREET / GREED STREET / FRAUD 
STREET MELTED DOWN AND WHY NO PROSECUTIONS OR RECOVERY OF STOLEN FUNDS HAS BEEN 
MADE. Anderson in US Fed Court Fingers, US Attorneys, DA’s, ADA’s, the New York Attorney General and “Favored 
Lawyers and Law Firms” @
http://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=6BIK73p4lJeo 
and finally latest blog
http://iviewit.tv/iviewit2/?p=187
Iviewit Inventor Eliot Bernstein Guest on Les Winston DisBar the Florida Bar Show #1 
http://youtu.be/ilAolBYvyoO
Iviewit Inventor Eliot Bernstein Guest on Les Winston DisBar the Florida Bar Show #2 
http://youtu.be/OaXys6bIinFI
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Iviewit Inventor Eliot Bernstein Guest on Les Winston DisBar the Florida Bar Show #3
http,7/youtu.be/9R 1 PNnJVVGU
Iviewit Inventor Eliot Bernstein Guest on Les Winston DisBar the Florida Bar Show #4
http://youtu.be/rUHCZFkro08
Eliot Bernstein Iviewit Inventor Televison Interview Dick Woelfle Network 125
http://youtu.be/WEgSXJFqrhO
Other Websites I like:
http://proskauersucks.com
http://exposecorruptcoiirts.blogspot.com
http://deniedpatent.blogspot.coin
http://www.iudgewatch.org/index.html
http://www.parentadvocates.org
http://wwv.newyorkcourtcorruption.blogspot.com
http://cuomotarp.blogspot.com
http://wwv.disbarthefloridabar.com
http://www.constitutionalguardian.com
http://www.americans41egalreform.com
http://wwv.attorneysabovethelaw.com
http://www.VoteForGreg.us Greg Fischer
http://www.facebook.eom/pages/Vote-For-Greg/l 11952178833067
www.justice4every 1 .com
www.schwagerfirm.com
www.eldermurderabuseandexploitation.blogspot.com
https://mccormickestatefraud.wordpress.com
http://www.nationallibertyalliance.org
www.AAAPG.net
www.corruptny.com
www.corruptWA .com
www.killingseniors.com
ww.guardianpredators.com
www.guardianshipexposed.com
http://www.hangthebankers.com
www.ddaweb.org
http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com

“We the people are the rightful master of both congress and the courts - not to overthrow the Constitution, but to overthrow 
the men who pervert the Constitution.” - Abraham Lincoln

“Whensoever the General Government assumes undelegated powers, its acts are unauthoritative, void, and of no force.” — 
Thomas Jefferson, The Kentucky Resolutions of 1798
“If a law is unjust, a man is not only right to disobey it, he is obligated to do so.” Thomas Jefferson
“Each time a person stands up for an ideal, or acts to improve the lot of others, or strikes out against injustice, he sends forth 
a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other from a million different centers of energy and daring, these ripples build a 
current that can sweep down the mightiest walls of oppression and resistance.” - Robert F. Kennedy
“Is life so dear or peace so sweet as to be purchased at the price of chains and slavery? Forbid it, Almighty God! I know not 
what course others may take, but as for me, give me liberty, or give me death!” - Patrick Henry
“Dick: The first thing we do, let’s kill all the lawyers.” The Shakespearean Solution, Sam The Butcher, Henry The Sixth, Part 
2 Act 4, scene 2, 71—78
“Gatthew 5:5 Blessed are the Geek, for they will inherit the earth.” Eliot Bernstein
I live by the saying from Ellen G. White:
“The greatest want of the world is the want of men, -men who will not be bought or sold; men who in their inmost souls are 
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true and honest, men who do not fear to call sin by its right name; men whose conscience is as true to duty as the needle to 
the pole, men who will stand for the right though the heavens fall.” -Education, p. 57(1903)
If you are one of these people, nice to be your friend ~ Eliot
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From: barbara stone [mailto:bstone575@gmail.com]

Sent: Friday, August 7, 2015 11:16 AM

To: evanderk@flcourts.org

Cc: Adam Walser; Michael Miller; Joan Chrissos; cfrank@miamiherald.com; cmarbin@miamiherald.com; helpmehoward@wsvn.com; mmarques@miamiherald.com; 

clue@wsvn.co; leonardgreene@nypost.com; martin.baron@washpost.com; John CMG-WestPalm Pacenti; swestwood@washingtonexaminer.com;

tips@nationalenquirer.com; john.emshwiller@wsj.com; gary.fields@wsj.com; ashby.jones@wsj.com; Bob Norman; scoop@huffingtonpost.com; 

chamby@publicintegrity.org; wkroustan@sunsentinel.com; raolmeda@tribune.com; mediarelations@publicintegrity.org; investigations@iclj.org; 

ediarelations@lclj.org; drphil@drphil.com; Scott Powers; Today@nbc.com; WT@nbc.com; Dateline@nbc.com; dan noyes; paige.kreegel@myfloridahouse.gov; 

mike.larosa@myflorldahouse.gov; chris.latvala@myfloridahouse.gov; larry.lee@myfloridahouse.gov; debbie.mayfield@myfloridahouse.gov;

charles.mcburney@myfloridahouse.gov; kionne.mcghee@myfloridahouse.gov; larry.metz@myflorldahouse.gov; george.moraitis@myfloridahouse.gov; 

jared.moskowitz@myfloridahouse.gov; mike.miller@myfloridahouse.gov; Amanda.murphy@myfloridahouse.gov; Edwin.narain@myflorldahouse.gov; 

jeanette.nunez@myfloridahouse.gov; jose.oliva@myfloridahouse.gov; marlene.otoole@myflorldahouse.gov; mark.pafford@myfloridahouse.gov;

kathleen.passldomo@myfloridahouse.gov; keith.perry@myfloridahouse.gov; Kathleen.peters@myflorldahouse.gov; Cary.pigman@myfloridahouse.gov; 

Ray.pilon@myfloridahouse.gov; scott.plakon@myfloridahouse.gov; rene.placensia@myfioridahouse.gov; ellzabeth.porter@myfloridahouse.gov;
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Subject: Re: Response and Additional Emergency Notice of alleged crimes and corruption

Please see the attached and below in follow up
TO: JUDGE EVANDER
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RE: RETALIATION AGAINST BARBARA STONE FOR WHISTLEBLOWING ON GUARDIANSHIP ABUSE IN 
THE STATE OF FLORIDA AND REPORTING THE CRIMES OF MICHAEL GENDEN AND THE FLORIDA BAR 
FROM: BARBARA STONE
DATE: AUGUST 7,2012
CC: MEDIA, LEGISLATORS AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES
Dear Judge Evander:
I am in receipt of the retaliatory disbarment against me for my reporting alleged criminal misconduct and wrongdoing of attorneys 
and judges as mandated by the Florida Bar rules. I am also in receipt of the retaliatory notice of disbarment that was filed of 
record in my Federal lawsuit against Michael Genden which was improper, an abuse of power and for apparently for the purpose 
of further prejudicing my case.
I had expected you would investigate the crimes alleged against Michael Genden who is alleged to be engaged in heinous 
crimes of extortion, exploitation, holding my mother hostage and in grave danger instead of retaliating against me for 
exposing crimes as a mandated reporter under the Florida Bar Rules of Professional Conduct.
It would seem that Honorable Judges would not want their profession to be tainted by judges who use the courts to engage in 
alleged criminal racketeering activity and financial fraud on the order of a PONZI SCAM involving guardianship abuse. 
As you are aware the State of Florida and Governor Rick Scott are trying to reform this widely reported predatory crime that runs 
rampant in the legal and judicial system in the State of Florida Courts whereby Elderly adults are being abused and financially 
devastated through the misuse of the Court system by rogue and dangerous Attorneys at Law and Judges. This dirty “secret” of 
guardian abuse and exploitation is so rampant that one legislator referred to these predators as “cockroaches.”
I brought my mother to “guardianship court” to protect her and Michael Genden and Roy Lustig and predator “guardians” 
masterminded a Machiavellian scam to steal my mother, strip her rights, drug and abuse her until she is incoherent and extort her 
assets. These predators then rabidly escalate, retaliate and attack me to silence me from exposing this diabolical racket and to 
divert, avoid, evade, dodge, obstruct, block, impede, thwart, cover up the criminal response to their alleged crimes by 
attacking their accuser.
I should be lauded for exposing the vile practice of terrorizing vulnerable adults in predator guardianships instead of 
attacked by vicious retaliation by judges no less.
It is hardly “judicial” for the State of Florida to maintain a practice through its
“probate/guardian” courts of slowly murdering vulnerable elderly adults by isolating them, depriving them of food, drugging them 
mercilessly until they are incoherent, removing them from their family so these crimes can be committed in secret, warehousing 
them in deplorable nursing homes and then retaliating against anyone trying to expose the crimes, including outstanding and long 
serving respectable members of the Florida Bar such as myself.
Please read the information attached herein. These news stories and personal stories tell a tale of fraud and crimes and cover 
up in guardianship and probate courts so horrific that it is impossible to fathom. We are in a crises -reform cannot be 
instituted soon enough. Steven King the master of macabre could not even contemplate the Machiavellian horrors devised by 
attorneys Roy Lustig and Steven Hertz (the husband of guardian Jacqueline Hertz) and others of their ilk who have 
masterminded this guardianship probate racketeering scheme of theft for years to the point where the problem has spread 
like wildfire and is endemic. One of the best exposes is reported by Marti Oakley, expert on guardian abuse in this YouTube that 
must be heard:
https://ppjg.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/renseoakley 062911.mp3
The 3rd DCA exposed Roy Lustig’s fraud and corruption in the case of Leo’s Gulf Liquors v. Lakhani No. 3D00-130, 802 
So. 2d 337 (2001) where he was found guilty of fraud on the court, repeatedly lying under oath and perjury. Yet due to the 
failure of that Court to refer him to the State Attorney and the Florida Bar as reported by the Sun Sentinel, the Florida 
Bar did not take disciplinary action against him, in fact they have colluded with him in retaliation against me yet Lustig 
who engaged in misconduct so brazen that although courts rarely issue such rulings against an attorney, they found 
Lustig’s conduct so abhorent they issued a scathing opinion against him.
Due to the lack of prosecution by the Florida Bar or criminal authorities, he is unafraid of retribution and has now perfected his 
fraud on and in the court to terrorize and extort elderly adults. Lustig deliberately perjured a guardian report and fabricated 
pleadings in my case denying the life threatening condition of my mother thereby repeatedly placing my mother in grave danger 
all while Judge Genden aided and abetted and refused to take judicial action, instead retaliating against me and destroying my life 
to shut down my efforts to expose what is now fast becoming public knowledge.
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Thus my mother, a once vital, healthy self-sufficient woman in need of only a short term financial guardianship was corralled into 
this vicious medically induced guardianship and now languishes in a disgusting nursing home, diapered, drugged, isolated, her 
stomach cut open to shove a feeding tube (a criminal battery) into her without need and she has almost died repeatedly. My 
mother has not eaten food or water in almost 2 years. These are hate crimes, crimes of ISIS terrorists posing as attorneys and 
judges and guardians. To remove and isolate an elderly woman from her daughter in the remaining years of her life is an act of 
malice and cruelty by someone devoid of morals. It is certainly not the act of a judge.
Jacqueline Hertz, now recently deceased was a master of this depraved human trafficking racket orchestrated in conjunction with 
Florida Bar members acting as Judges and Lawyers who are all involved in the feeding frenzy to rob family estates statewide.
When I reported and exposed alleged criminal acts to the Florida State Bar, the Judicial Conduct Commission and state and 
federal authorities, Genden in an monumental abuse of power, removed not only my access to the Court, but revamped the filing 
system to secret away the court documents from the public in violation of the Constitution to attempt to cover up the crimes of the 
probate Court and the Court appointed Guardians and Attorneys at Law.
My whistleblower complaint filed with the Supreme Court exposes this charade of justice and the incompetent system of having 
lawyers oversee the discipline of other lawyers and judges instead of having them independently investigated and criminally 
prosecuted. This self-regulating system is inherently conflicted and unconscionable and must be reformed by the use of 
independent investigatory agencies.
The cover up and whitewashing of violations of canons, ethics and crimes has exploded because there is no accountability and 
discipline. Christine Anderson, Esq. another whistleblower attorney in New York who was an insider in the disciplinary system 
attempted to expose the widespread corruption of the failed and criminal disciplinary system and she like myself was grossly 
retaliated against. Joanne Denison, Ken Ditkowsky and Lanre Amu exposed the corruption in Illinois and were suspended or 
disbarred. Other attorney whistleblowers across the country including Teddy Moore and Cole Stuart have been retaliatory 
disbarred or suspended for exposing the crimes of other lawyers and judges, their only crimes.
Wilfredo Ferrer, the Miami USDA said in an interview with Steven Kroft on 60 minutes that Miami is the most corrupt city in the 
country. Is this how the State of Florida wants to be identified?
1. Stripping an elderly adult of their Constitutional and civil rights, denying their due process, forcing them into medically 

induced guardianship, terrorizing and abusing them and extorting their assets and property while family members futilely try 
to free them, off their rights and stealing and extorting their family assets?

2. Protecting and covering up alleged crimes by so called “attorneys” and “judges” who operate a racketeering enterprise rife 
with corruption and fraud?. My mother confided to me on a recorded line that she was in fear of her life -that strange “aides” 
and other unknown persons from barely legitimate “care agencies” hired by Hertz and Lapides were coming into her home 
every day, stealing her food, her money and drugging her until she was incoherent. These substandard agencies were used by 
these predators, Hertz and Lapides to deprive my mother of quality care so her assets could be diverted to Hertz, Lapides and 
Lustig.

3. Retaliating against many witnesses who saw and reported my mother’s drugging, abuse, the deprivation of food and other 
heinous crimes? Michael Genden denied my mother the right to counsel to keep the racket under wraps and further denied me 
the right to independent counsel and to file Pro Se virtually stripping my rights to due process in his racketeering enterprise. 
Another Attorney at Law, Debra Rochlin exposed in an affidavit that Michael Genden threatened her to force her to cease 
representing my mother and myself or he would file a bar compliant against her. She was so fearful that she withdraw as 
counsel in fear of her livelihood, leaving her exposed to vicious retaliation and leaving my mother defenseless. Despite her 
withdrawal, Genden then viciously filed a Florida Bar Complaint against her in efforts to destroy her life as he has done mine 
and my mothers’ and any party exposing his malice.

4. Enabling and covering up for a judge who is engaged in terrorist crimes against a vulnerable elderly woman and her 
daughter in a court that has descended into a terrorist enterprise?

5. Abetting a judge who isolates an elderly woman from her daughter and keeps her caged in a lock down unit where she is 
denied all visitors so she can be abused and extorted in secrecy? Please refer to the fraudulent invoices of these predators set 
forth in link on the enclosures.

6. Abetting a judge who issues orders that are a product of fraud, perjury and fabrication in order to defraud an elderly woman?
7. Abetting a judge who engages in extortion, threats, retaliation and knowingly and intentionally endangers the life of an 

elderly adult?
8. Abusing the Federal and appellate courts in the State of Florida that are presided over by Florida Bar members to cover up 
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and shield Michael Genden issuing brazenly irrational and retaliatory rulings that have no semblance of legitimacy. This is 
obvious in the “ruling” by Judge Kathleen Williams (apparently a “hand-picked’ judge as she is familiarly referred to as 
“Kathy” by Genden and Lustig) wherein she stated in an order issued June 2, 2014 that even if Ms. Stone raised sufficient 
concerns about the danger to her mother, she did not know how removing the guardians would alleviate that concern.

There is not even a semblance of due process in any of my matters where emergency petitions are ignored, and judges are hand 
selected. The lack of due process is so open that an order was issued by one judge “hand-selecting” another conspiratorial judge to 
“preside” over the retaliatory “disbarment” of me, a retired attorney in direct violation of the rules that mandate blind assignment.
It should be obvious that in none of my lawsuits, appeals or other legal actions, THERE HAS NEVER BEEN AN 
EVIDENCIARY HEARING NOR HAS MICHAEL GENDEN EVER RESPONDED TO ANY OF THE ALLEGATIONS. 
Instead, there is a rush to deny my due process, obstruct my justice, and aid and abet Michael Genden to enable him to 
avoid accountability for his alleged criminal acts and violation of judicial canons and ethics.
What is apparent is that the Courts, the Prosecutors, the Judges, the Attorneys at Law involved are all working together to protect 
and cover up alleged crimes by so called “attorneys” and “judges” that operate a racketeering enterprise rife with corruption and 
fraud. Judges who commit crimes should be investigated and removed from the bench, not protected by the judicial community 
and the courts who fail to provide accountability and are tainting the legal process.
Judicial misconduct is running unchecked in all courts across the State of Florida, particularly in the very courts where families 
require the most protection—probate/guardian, family court, bankruptcy and foreclosure. Families are being destroyed by the very 
courts who should serve justice. Judges as in the case of my retaliatory disbarment are hand selected to silence reports of crime 
and misconduct. Lawyers and judges have fiduciary duties to insure the integrity of the judiciary and the legal system. A task 
force is urgently needed to address this tsunami of corruption/human trafficking.
Judges who commit crimes should be investigated and removed from the bench, not protected by the judicial community. The 
Federal and appellate courts who fail to provide accountability are subverting and perverting the legal process.
I came to Court to protect my mother. Instead we have been embroiled in a nightmarish vicious racket of criminal acts so 
depraved, they transcend comprehension.
This will request that Michael Genden be removed from the bench and an immediate independent investigation of these alleged 
criminal acts be commenced. Again, I provide you with the guardian playbook by which these crimes are committed and a 
request to return ethics, legitimacy and justice to the judiciary.
Sincerely,

Barbara Stone

Bstone575@gmail.com
244 Fifth Avenue - B 296
New York, NY 10001

Enclosures - Guardian Playbook

Fraudulent self- conjured “bills” of Lustig, Hertz, Lapides and others who devise crimes, sue Helen Stone’s 
daughter and use Helen Stone’s assets to pay for their crimes by illegal, conspiratoiy order of Michael Genden.

www.iviewit.tv/Barbara/Combined Bills.pdf

articles about predatory guardians, judges and attorneys and their criminal activities
Cc: Miami Herald, Wall Street Journal, Miami New Times, New York Times, NY Post, Washington Post and other Media, 
legislators and other interested parties

On Fri, Aug 7,2015 at 9:23 AM, barbara stone <bstone575@gmail.com> wrote:

Please see attached in response to further retaliation.
TO: JUDGE EVANDER

RE: RETALIATION AGAINST BARBARA STONE FOR WHISTLEBLOWING ON GUARDIANSHIP ABUSE IN THE STATE OF

FLORIDA AND REPORTING THE CRIMES OF MICHAEL GENDEN AND THE FLORIDA BAR

FROM: BARBARA STONE

DATE: AUGUST 7,2012

CC: MEDIA, LEGISLATORS AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES
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Dear Judge Evander:

I am in receipt of the retaliatory disbarment against me for my reporting alleged criminal misconduct and wrongdoing of attorneys and judges as 

mandated by the Florida Bar rules. I am also in receipt of the retaliatory notice of disbarment that was filed of record in my Federal lawsuit against 

Michael Genden which was improper, an abuse of power and for apparently for the purpose of further prejudicing my case.

I had expected you would investigate the crimes alleged against Michael Genden who is alleged to be engaged in heinous crimes of 

extortion, exploitation, holding my mother hostage and in grave danger instead of retaliating against me for exposing crimes as a 

mandated reporter under the Florida Bar Rules of Professional Conduct.

It would seem that Honorable Judges would not want their profession to be tainted by judges who use the courts to engage in alleged criminal 

racketeering activity and financial fraud on the order of a PONZI SCAM involving guardianship abuse. As you are aware the State of 

Florida and Governor Rick Scott are trying to reform this widely reported predatory crime that runs rampant in the legal and judicial system in the 

State of Florida Courts whereby Elderly adults are being abused and financially devastated through the misuse of the Court system by rogue and 

dangerous Attorneys at Law and Judges. This dirty “secret” of guardian abuse and exploitation is so rampant that one legislator referred to these 

predators as “cockroaches.”

I brought my mother to “guardianship court” to protect her and Michael Genden and Roy Lustig and predator “guardians” masterminded a 

Machiavellian scam to steal my mother, strip her rights, drug and abuse her until she is incoherent and extort her assets. These predators then 

rabidly escalate, retaliate and attack me to silence me from exposing this diabolical racket and to divert, avoid, evade, dodge, obstruct, block, 

impede, thwart, cover up the criminal response to their alleged crimes by attacking their accuser.

I should be lauded for exposing the vile practice of terrorizing vulnerable adults in predator guardianships instead of attacked by vicious 

retaliation by judges no less.

It is hardly “judicial” for the State of Florida to maintain a practice through its 

“probate/guardian” courts of slowly murdering vulnerable elderly adults by isolating them, depriving them of food, drugging them mercilessly 

until they are incoherent, removing them from their family so these crimes can be committed in secret, warehousing them in deplorable nursing 

homes and then retaliating against anyone trying to expose the crimes, including outstanding and long serving respectable members of the Florida 

Bar such as myself.

Please read the information attached herein. These news stories and personal stories tell a tale of fraud and crimes and cover up in 

guardianship and probate courts so horrific that it is impossible to fathom. We are in a crises -reform cannot be instituted soon enough. 

Steven King the master of macabre could not even contemplate the Machiavellian horrors devised by attorneys Roy Lustig and Steven Hertz (the 

husband of guardian Jacqueline Hertz) and others of their ilk who have masterminded this guardianship probate racketeering scheme of theft 

for years to the point where the problem has spread like wildfire and is endemic. One of the best exposes is reported by Marti Oakley, expert on 

guardian abuse in this YouTube that must be heard: 

https://ppig.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/rense oakley 062911.mp3

The 3rd DCA exposed Roy Lustig’s fraud and corruption in the case of Leo’s Gulf Liquors v. Lakhani No. 3D00-130, 802 So. 2d 337 

(2001) where he was found guilty of fraud on the court, repeatedly lying under oath and perjury. Yet due to the failure of that Court to 

refer him to the State Attorney and the Florida Bar as reported by the Sun Sentinel, the Florida Bar did not take disciplinary action 

against him, in fact they have colluded with him in retaliation against me yet Lustig who engaged in misconduct so brazen that although 

courts rarely issue such rulings against an attorney, they found Lustig’s conduct so abhorent they issued a scathing opinion against him.

Due to the lack of prosecution by the Florida Bar or criminal authorities, he is unafraid of retribution and has now perfected his fraud on and in the 

court to terrorize and extort elderly adults. Lustig deliberately perjured a guardian report and fabricated pleadings in my case denying the life 

threatening condition of my mother thereby repeatedly placing my mother in grave danger all while Judge Genden aided and abetted and refused 

to take judicial action, instead retaliating against me and destroying my life to shut down my efforts to expose what is now fast becoming public 

knowledge.

Thus my mother, a once vital, healthy self-sufficient woman in need of only a short term financial guardianship was corralled into this vicious 

medically induced guardianship and now languishes in a disgusting nursing home, diapered, drugged, isolated, her stomach cut open to shove a 

feeding tube (a criminal battery) into her without need and she has almost died repeatedly. My mother has not eaten food or water in almost 2 

years. These are hate crimes, crimes of ISIS terrorists posing as attorneys and judges and guardians. To remove and isolate an elderly woman from 

her daughter in the remaining years of her life is an act of malice and cruelty by someone devoid of morals. It is certainly not the act of a judge. 

Jacqueline Hertz, now recently deceased was a master of this depraved human trafficking racket orchestrated in conjunction with Florida Bar 

members acting as Judges and Lawyers who are all involved in the feeding frenzy to rob family estates statewide.

When I reported and exposed alleged criminal acts to the Florida State Bar, the Judicial Conduct Commission and state and federal authorities, 

Genden in an monumental abuse of power, removed not only my access to the Court, but revamped the filing system to secret away the court 
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documents from the public in violation of the Constitution to attempt to cover up the crimes of the probate Court and the Court appointed 

Guardians and Attorneys at Law.

My whistleblower complaint filed with the Supreme Court exposes this charade of justice and the incompetent system of having lawyers oversee 

the discipline of other lawyers and judges instead of having them independently investigated and criminally prosecuted. This self-regulating 

system is inherently conflicted and unconscionable and must be reformed by the use of independent investigatory agencies.

The cover up and whitewashing of violations of canons, ethics and crimes has exploded because there is no accountability and discipline. 

Christine Anderson, Esq. another whistleblower attorney in New York who was an insider in the disciplinary system attempted to expose the 

widespread corruption of the failed and criminal disciplinary system and she like myself was grossly retaliated against. Joanne Denison, Ken 

Ditkowsky and Lame Amu exposed the corruption in Illinois and were suspended or disbarred. Other attorney whistleblowers across the country 

including Teddy Moore and Cole Stuart have been retaliatory disbarred or suspended for exposing the crimes of other lawyers and judges, their 

only crimes.

Wilfredo Ferrer, the Miami USDA said in an interview with Steven Kroft on 60 minutes that Miami is the most corrupt city in the country. Is this 

how the State of Florida wants to be identified?

1. Stripping an elderly adult of their Constitutional and civil rights, denying their due process, forcing them into medically induced guardianship, 

terrorizing and abusing them and extorting their assets and property while family members futilely try to free them, off their rights and stealing 

and extorting their family assets?

2. Protecting and covering up alleged crimes by so called “attorneys” and “judges” who operate a racketeering enterprise rife with corruption 

and fraud?. My mother confided to me on a recorded line that she was in fear of her life -that strange “aides” and other unknown persons from 

barely legitimate “care agencies” hired by Hertz and Lapides were coming into her home every day, stealing her food, her money and drugging 

her until she was incoherent. These substandard agencies were used by these predators. Hertz and Lapides to deprive my mother of quality care so 

her assets could be diverted to Hertz, Lapides and Lustig.

3. Retaliating against many witnesses who saw and reported my mother’s drugging, abuse, the deprivation of food and other heinous crimes? 

Michael Genden denied my mother the right to counsel to keep the racket under wraps and further denied me the right to independent counsel and 

to file Pro Se virtually stripping my rights to due process in his racketeering enterprise. Another Attorney at Law, Debra Rochlin exposed in an 

affidavit that Michael Genden threatened her to force her to cease representing my mother and myself or he would file a bar compliant against her. 

She was so fearful that she withdraw as counsel in fear of her livelihood, leaving her exposed to vicious retaliation and leaving my mother 

defenseless. Despite her withdrawal, Genden then viciously filed a Florida Bar Complaint against her in efforts to destroy her life as he has done 

mine and my mothers’ and any party exposing his malice.

4. Enabling and covering up for a judge who is engaged in terrorist crimes against a vulnerable elderly woman and her daughter in a court that 

has descended into a terrorist enterprise?

5. Abetting a judge who isolates an elderly woman from her daughter and keeps her caged in a lock down unit where she is denied all visitors so 

she can be abused and extorted in secrecy? Please refer to the fraudulent invoices of these predators set forth in link on the enclosures.

6. Abetting a judge who issues orders that are a product of fraud, perjury and fabrication in order to defraud an elderly woman?

7. Abetting a judge who engages in extortion, threats, retaliation and knowingly and intentionally endangers the life of an elderly adult?

8. Abusing the Federal and appellate courts in the State of Florida that are presided over by Florida Bar members to cover up and shield Michael 

Genden issuing brazenly irrational and retaliatory rulings that have no semblance of legitimacy. This is obvious in the “ruling” by Judge Kathleen 

Williams (apparently a “hand-picked’ judge as she is familiarly referred to as “Kathy” by Genden and Lustig) wherein she stated in an order 

issued June 2,2014 that even if Ms. Stone raised sufficient concerns about the danger to her mother, she did not know how removing the 

guardians would alleviate that concern.

There is not even a semblance of due process in any of my matters where emergency petitions are ignored, and judges are hand selected. The lack 

of due process is so open that an order was issued by one judge “hand-selecting” another conspiratorial judge to “preside” over the retaliatory 

“disbarment” of me, a retired attorney in direct violation of the rules that mandate blind assignment.

It should be obvious that in none of my lawsuits, appeals or other legal actions, THERE HAS NEVER BEEN AN EVIDENCIARY 

HEARING NOR HAS MICHAEL GENDEN EVER RESPONDED TO ANY OF THE ALLEGATIONS. Instead, there is a rush to deny 

my due process, obstruct my justice, and aid and abet Michael Genden to enable him to avoid accountability for his alleged criminal acts 

and violation of judicial canons and ethics.

What is apparent is that the Courts, the Prosecutors, the Judges, the Attorneys at Law involved are all working together to protect and cover up 

alleged crimes by so called “attorneys” and “judges” that operate a racketeering enterprise rife with corruption and fraud. Judges who commit 

crimes should be investigated and removed from the bench, not protected by the judicial community and the courts who fail to provide 

accountability and are tainting the legal process.
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Judicial misconduct is running unchecked in all courts across the State of Florida, particularly in the very courts where families require the most 

protection—probate/guardian, family court, bankruptcy and foreclosure. Families are being destroyed by the very courts who should serve justice. 

Judges as in the case of my retaliatory disbarment are hand selected to silence reports of crime and misconduct. Lawyers and judges have 

fiduciary duties to insure the integrity of the judiciary and the legal system. A task force is urgently needed to address this tsunami of 

corruption/human trafficking.

Judges who commit crimes should be investigated and removed from the bench, not protected by the judicial community. The Federal and 

appellate courts who fail to provide accountability are subverting and perverting the legal process.

I came to Court to protect my mother. Instead we have been embroiled in a nightmarish vicious racket of criminal acts so depraved, they transcend 

comprehension.

This will request that Michael Genden be removed from the bench and an immediate independent investigation of these alleged criminal acts be 

commenced. Again, I provide you with the guardian playbook by which these crimes are committed and a request to return ethics, legitimacy and 

justice to the judiciary.

Sincerely,

Barbara Stone

Bstone575@gmail.com
244 Fifth Avenue - B 296
New York, NY 10001

Enclosures - Guardian Playbook

Fraudulent self- conjured “bills” of Lustig, Hertz, Lapides and others who devise crimes, sue Helen Stone’s daughter and use Helen 

Stone’s assets to pay for their crimes by illegal, conspiratory order of Michael Genden.

www.iviewit.tv/Barbara/Combined Bills.pdf

articles about predatory guardians, judges and attorneys and their criminal activities
Cc: Miami Herald, Wall Street Journal, Miami New Times, New York Times, NY Post, Washington Post and other Media, legislators and other 

interested parties

Barbara Stone
305 684 2547
bstone575@.gmail.com
On Thu, Aug 6,2015 at 2:37 PM, barbara stone <bstone575@gmail.com> wrote:

Attached is an emergency notice of extortion, life endangering crimes and other misuse of office by a “judge” under color of law. 
The life of an elderly adult is in grave danger. This seeks his urgent removal and response 
Barbara Stone 
305 684 2547
bstone575@gmail.com

| -Ar Like

Be the first to like this.
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Judicial Corruption - No known limits
From: Eliot Bernstein <iviewit4@gmail.com> 
Date: Fri, Feb 22,2013 at 1:43 AM Subject: 
IVIEWIT BREAKING NEWSII! "Judges Were 
Illegally Wiretapped, Says Insider" & 
"Governor Andrew Cuomo Asked to Shut Down
With 2 comments

Law Firm Admits Violated Law - Regarding - 
Murder ofchairman of Iviewit Simon 
Bernstein?
Begin forwarded message: From: "Eliot Ivan 
Bernstein" <iviewit7@gmail.com> To: 
"Undisclosed List" <iviewit@gmail.com> 
Subject: Murder ofchairman of Iviewit Simon 
Bernstein? Attorneys Robert Spallina & Donald
In "Constituion"

UNITED STATES COUR' 

for the Eighth Circi 
wVilliam Jay Riley, Chief Judgn
Wichael E. Gans, Clerk of Court

PUBLIC NOTICE: CRIMINAL
CHARGES/COMMERICAL LIENS - Corrupt
Judges
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About amlerosner
As an American I advocate a republic form of government, self-reliance, and adherence to the basic philosophy of the 
founding fathers and the founding documents, I ONLY respect those who respect and "HONOR" their honor. No 
exceptions!
View all posts by amlerosner

This entry was posted in Civil Rights Violations. Bookmark the permalink.

Scanned Retina - A Resource for the People!
The Twenty Ten Theme. Blog at WordPress.com.
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Florida Probate Fraud, Forgery and Corruption;
Simon Bernstein Estate Case

Florida Probate Court Florida Estate Case Alan Rose 7020 Lions Head Lane Boca Raton

Docket Northern Illinois Case Simon Bernstein Trust Heritage Jackson National District Court

Shirley Bernstein Estate Docket Simon Bernstein Estate Docket 7020 Lions Head Lane Boca Raton Shirley Bernstein

Simon Bernstein Tescher, Spallina, Ted Bernstein, Proskauer Rose MAJOR Technology Theft Case Judge David E. French

Robert Spallina MarkManceri Donald Tescher Tescher and Spallina Law Firm MarkManceri

Petition to Freeze Estate Assets Estate Fraud Docket Insurance Proceed Scheme Donald Tescher

Robert Spallina Ted and Deborah Bernstein Life Insurance Concepts Boca Ted Bernstein Fraud

Tuesday, December 8, 2015

Florida Judge, Judge that
Lawful? Ethical? What is Judge Phillips up to, I mean its been many years right 

ns i tl me
documents happen I

Yet Judge JOHN L PHILLIPS wants to continue being the Judge in all these cases? Why? He is not doing anything to move 
them forward and sure seems to be aiding and abetting criminals. Umm and the OBVIOUS is, it is NOT legal for Judge 
Philips to rule on his disqualification. A higher Judge has to do that, been there many times. So what is the not so 
honorable Judge John Philips up to? Hmmm..

Here is Eliot Bernstein's motion to Disqualify Florida Circuit Judge, Click Below to Read
https: //drive.google.com/fileZd/0Bzn2NurXrSkiTVMyMmlwSF /iew?usp=sharing

Here is Florida Judge, Judge John Philips ruling on his own disqualification. Gee YEP he ruled to keep himself as judge of 
a case that has been deliberately, maliciously, unethically, unconstitutionally and illegally stalled for years. All the 
while the Bad Guys sell off assets and move on with their life, and the Bad Guy attorneys continue to violate the 
constitutional rights of other clients in Florida. All while Bad Judges, such as Judge Colin and Judge Philips look the other 
way to aid and abet them.

Click below for this short QUICK, corrupt, SMACKDOWN Denial
https://drive, google, com/file/d/OBznZNurXrSkiTI 91 S2cybUJuVmM/view?usp=sharing

http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/ 1/1
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written upon information, knowledge and belief of Crystal L. Cox, Investigative Blogger

Simon Bernstein Trust Heritage Jackson National District Court Shirley Bernstein Estate Docket Simon Bernstein EstateDocket Northern Illinois Case

Shirley Bernstein f Simon Bernstein [ Tescher, Spallina, Ted Bernstein, Proskauer Rose MAJOR Technology Theft Case | Judge David E. French Robert

Mark Manceri | Donald Tescher | Tescher and Spallina Law Firm Mark Manceri Petition to Freeze Estate Assets i Estate Fraud Docket I Insurance

Donald Tescher Robert Spallina | Ted and Deborah Bernstein | Life Insurance Concepts Boca | Ted Bernstein Fraud

Saturday, January 11, 2014

Investigative Blogger Crystal Cox THINKS it is time to File a Lien against ALL the 
Judges involved in the massive fraud on the courts, property theft, forgery, and 
constitutional rights violating case of the Shirley Bernstein Estate and Simon 
Bernstein Estate going on now in the Florida Probate Courts and involving Judge 
Martin Colin, Judge David French, Judge Charles E. Burton, Judge David Crow and 
possible the Sheriff of Palm County Florida.

Let's take a look at your rights to PUT a lien on a Judge or Sheriff.

Information on filing a lien against a bond of a Judge.

I believe state officers are required by statute or by the head of any state department to secure and 
give a fidelity bond, a bond that ensures their actions.

It is my understanding that if you feel a Judge is corrupt or is not upholding the law or your 
constitutional rights, you Can You File A Lien Against His Bond On File In Order To Force Him To Do 
His JOB.

If a judge wants to play "god" in the courtroom, and totally ignore the rules of law and your 
constitutional rights. I believe you can file a lien upon his bond in order to force him into complying
with the law. As it sure seems the Judge and Sheriff are neglecting their duties and neglecting their
court.

If a Judge is “railroading" you, clearly acting outside of the laws of the United States and the State of Florida, then it is my 
understanding that you certainty can file a lien against this judge for his total ignoring of law and violating your rights of due 
process and constitutional rights.

It is my understand that a judge and a Sheriff cannot work in their job if they cant get bonded.

So why NOT file your Proof of Corruption AND the UnEthical, Unconstitutional, and UnLawful actions of the Judges in this case 
as a LIEN against their BOND?

Tips, Information and Laws on How to File a Lien against a Judges Surety Bond in Florida

It is my understanding that when you file a lien against a public servant the lien holder/ins 
company does an investigation, thus they must see proof as to the vab'dity of the lien. In the 
Simon Bernstein and Shirley Bernstein Estate we see clear evidence of fraud, forgery and 
attorneys seem to be conspiring with Judges, or so it looks that way from what I have read.

We see clearly that these attorneys and Ted Bernstein conspired with or are connected to 
Kimberley Moran of Tescher and Spallina law firm to have it look as if Simon Bernstein signed 
documents, and had them notarized at Tescher & Spallina Law Firm with Kimberley Moran AFTER: 
HE DIED.

Palm County Florida Sheriff
This evidence is clear, it is on court dockets, in hearing transcripts,
on Governor complaints and rulings, on sheriff reports and yet Judge Martin Colin and other Judges 
in this case seem to be protecting estate and probate law firm Tescher & Spallina and Boca Raton 
insurance Company Life Insurance Concepts, Ted Bernstein.

Life Insurance Concep
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A GUIDE TO CIVIL RIGHTS LIABILITY UNDER 42 U.S.C. § 1983:
AN OVERVIEW OF SUPREME COURT AND ELEVENTH CIRCUIT PRECEDENT 

http: //www. constitution.org/brief/forsythe_42-1983.htm

This is all connected to the multi-Billion dollar legal action of the iViewit technology case and I 
■nyself beb'eve that these judges are favoring what looks to be corrupt lawyers and they may 
oossibly be getting a kick back as there is plenty of money to be had in this case, as we have 
areviously seen from the iViewit case naming all of this same parties and worth 100's of BILLIONS, 
believe the Judges involved in the Simon Bernstein and Shirley Bernstein Estate forgery and fraud 

case have violated title 42 USC code. I also beb'eve they have ALL violated 28 U.S.C. S 455, the Due 
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution, The Code of Conduct for United 
states Judges, and have violated human and civil rights of the victims of this case.

Ted Bernstein

Section 1983 Litigation to help you understand the laws regarding this issue, 
http: / /WWW. fj c. gov/public/pdf. nsf / lookup/Sectl 983. pdf/$file/Sect1983. pdf
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If Judge Martin Cob'n appointed Ted Bernstein executor of the Simon Bernstein state after he knew of clear forgery and fraud on 
the courts and crimes against the true heirs of the Simon Bernstein, and Shirley Bernstein Estate, is Judge Martin Cob'n liable for
the financial damage and hardship that his rulings outside of law and the constitutional rights of those in his court?

Did Judge Martin Cobn require a probate bond in this case where millions are at stake and there 
is massive fraud, estate assets sold off and stolen?

Do laws in the State of Florida require the executor of an estate to provide a probate bond to the 
courts? Probate bonds will guarantee that executors of the estate will not alter or damage the 
estate. Did Judge Martin Collin require a probate bonds in this case?

Did Tescher & Spallina provide a probate bond? This is a rather large estate and assets over a 
million dollars each have already been SOLD off, by what looks bke the fraudulent activity of Ted 
Bernstein conspiring with Donald Tescher and Rober Spallina of Tescher a Spallina.

Are there any laws or ways to uphold the estate and probate law in Florida when someone dies
and their own attorneys and estranged offspring loot their estate?

Also in this there was a condo already sold for over a million that may have 
undersold for a miUion, this involved a buyer named Wesley Voorheis, who I 
beb'eve made a deal of some kind to get the property for at least a miUion 
less then it was worth, by way of some shady dealings with Life Insurance 
Concepts and Ted Bernstein, just how I see it.

Note: I am a REAL ESTATE Forensics EXPERT, I do not claim to know fully 
Florida Law. However, this property SOLD via Old Repubb'c National Title 
Insurance Company, and had Title Insurance insuring that it was SOLD by the 
property own and there sure seems to be some fraudulent actions here in my 
opinion, here is my report and opinion on the Shirley Bernstein Condo Sale.

https: / /docs, google.com/document/d/1 hjawNPI4EXpN0L8oZ33Pmpirngh3073da5_i0iVlQ.tw/edit
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It appears to me that Gregory Gefen of Signature ALL REGENCY TITLE COMPANY, Signature Title Group Knowingly allowed Ted 
Bernstein to steal a 1.6 million dollar property, just how I see it.

So Is Wesley Voorheis a Proxy for Ted Bernstein?
http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/2013/08/do-we-have-banking-and-mortgage-fraud.html

Did Wesley Voorheis of move this asset out of the country for Tescher and Spallina, Ted Bernstein or ?

G. Wesley Veorheis seems to be the same Wesley Veorheis Chairman of Hudbay Minerals Inc., Director at Granite Real Estate 
Inc., Managing Director of VC & Co. Incorporated and a Partner of Voorheis & Co. LLP, which act as strategic advisors to 
institutional and other shareholders. Prior to the establishment of Voorheis & Co. LLP in 1995, Wesley Voorheis was a partner in 
a major Toronto law firm. Wesley Public Company Directorships (Past 5 years): Ml Developments Inc. (June 2011 to present), 
Coventree Inc. (2008 to 2012), easyhome Ltd. (2010 to 2011), Hollinger Inc. (2006 to 2008), Sun Times Media Group, Inc. (2007 
to 2008).
http: / /www. forbes. com /profile/g-voorheis/

http: / /www. concernedeconomical. com /about_VC_Co. html

How is G. Wesley Voorheis connected to Tescher and Spallina, Ted Bernstein, Greg Geffen or any other players of the Shirley 
Bernstein, Simon Bernstein fraud and forgery estate and probate case out of Palm County Florida?

http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/2014/01/investigative-blogger-crystal-coxhtml 2/4
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I fully believe, in my opinion that the above sale involved mortgage fraud, title insurance fraud and banking fraud at least. It also 
seems that the Bank of Montreal is somehow connected to all this, in what sure seems to me to be white collar crime.

How in the world did what seems to be a Canadian Resident, Wesley Voorheis, get a single Family 
Fannie Mae loan on a condo of this value in FLORIDA? Is this a primary resident? Is this Fannie Mae 
FRAUD? Surely Fannie Mae, Wesley Voorheis, BMO Harris Bank N.A., and Steve Paraggua know about 
the fraud and forgery in connection with all of this.

Here is the Mortgage Document I am commenting on;
https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiQjlmSmRoNXJBdHc/edit

I personally believe that Ted Bernstein of Life Insurance Concepts did some deal to hide this asset from 
the rightful heirs, either with Wesley Voorhei knowing or not knowingly conspiring, just my opinion.

A bit more on this Condo Sale

Donald Tescher, Lawyer

http: / / tedbernsteinreport. blogspot, com /2013 /08 /ted-bemstein- life-insurance-concepts, htm I

Note: Look at this Insurance company also questioning issues of these Estates, yet the Judges involved are "playing dumb”. There 
is so many layers to all this, meanwhile the victims of all this, in this moment are children and are the heirs of the estate, in 
which Tescher and Spallina seem to have VIOLATED the wishes of their now deceased clients.

the Heritage Union Life Insurance case
https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiWnBNVUtJUEFJRms/edit

i Judge David Crow, Judge in Kimberly Moran Case

So can the True and Correct lawful heirs of the Simon Bernstein, and Shirley Bernstein Estate file a lien against the Judges and 
Sheriff involved, as there are some pretty hefty price tags on these assets adn I believe these judges now have some liability.

Folks, pay attention to this case as many of your parents, grandparents move to Florida, many of you in Florida over a lifetime; 
you work your whole life, pay your attorneys to carry out your wishes and the commit forgery having documents signed by you 
AFTER YOU DIE, and Florida Judges such as Judge Charles E. Burton, Judge David Crow and estate and probate Judges such as 
Judge Martin Colin and Judge David French, as well as the Sheriff of Palm County Florida should be liable for any action that 
violated the constitutional rights of the victims of this case or did not uphold the oath of their office.

It looks to me, in my Opinion, as if these Judges and the Sheriff violated 28 U.S.C. S 455, the Due Process Clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution, The Code of Conduct for United States Judges, and 28 U.S.C. 455.

And I think that Victims of these Judges should file a Lien against their Bond.

Posted by Crystal L. Cox at 4:15 PM
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Mark Manceri Petition to Freeze Estate Assets

Docket Northern Illinois Case Simon Bernstein Trust Heritage Jackson National District Court Simon Bernstein Estate Q

Friday, February 21, 2014

Judge Martin Colin has a history of protecting the bad guys protecting attorneys 
that he favors and having conflicts of interest. Judge Martin Colin should have 
walked away from the Simon Bernstein Estate Case and the Shirley Bernstein 
Estate Case long Ago.

"'The self-proclaimed adopted son of the late mob boss John Gotti, Kasman didn't like the way the Gambino crime family treated 
him after the Dapper Don died in prison in 2002. So the 51-year-old Boca Raton man strapped on an FBI wire and spilled 
information that in February helped the feds build criminal cases against 62 reputed New York mobsters.

Now Kasman has his sights set on a much less notorious target: Palm Beach County Family Court Judge Martin Colin.

Using court decisions that grew out of a long-running legal battle among Colin and his wife and her ex-husband, Kasman is on a 
tear to have the judge thrown out of office and get longtime Democratic power broker and attorney Henry Handler disbarred...

When the Judicial Qualifications Commission, which disciplines judges, meets in mid-July, it will consider claims from Kasman 
and at least two other men that the judge dished out favors to attorneys who represented his wife in her divorce. Similar 
allegations have been raised in a strange and tortuous legal battle that went all the way to the Florida Supreme Court. The 
Florida Department of Law Enforcement has investigated as well

Life Insurance Concep
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Ted Bernstein, Tescher al
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Colin and attorneys embroiled in the quagmire dismiss allegations that a conspiracy was afoot to tip the scales of justice against 
Kasman or anyone else.''

Source and Full Article
http://jaablog.jaablaw.com/2008/07/01 /things-getting-rougher-for-judge-colin.aspx

"During the protracted divorce that chewed through at (east five judges, Lewis Kasman accused one of them - Palm Beach 
County Circuit Judge Martin Colin - of failing to reveal his ties to the firm. Weiss Handler briefly represented Colin’s wife in her 
divorce from a previous husband. While Colin had been ordered by the Fourth District Court of Appeal to tell litigants who came 
before him about his wife’s connection to the firm, he didn’t tell Lewis Kasman."

Donald Tescher on Left

Source and Full Document
http://joebrunoonthemob.wordpress.com/tag/palm-beach-county-circuit-judge-martin-colin/ Ted Bernstein, Tescher at

Why is Judge Martin Colin of Boca Raton Florida still presiding over the Simon Bernstein Estate Case and the Shirley 
Bernstein Estate Case?

• Florida Estate Forgt 
DOCKET

Judge Martin Colin knows of fraud, forgery, possible murder and claimed he "should" read the attorneys involved their Miranda 
Rights but still no one has a criminal investigation and on top of that Judge Martin Colin is letting these attorneys still have a say 
in these estates knowing full well that have committed crimes.

Judge Martin Colin knows that officers of his court, attorneys, and law firms have committed crimes yet he lets them have a say 
in who gets to be the personal representative in these estates. And seems to be planning to use some "Hat Trick Method", a law 
it seems he made up, in order to pick this powerful position over these estate matters.

Judge Martin Colin knows full well that these guys have acted illegally, so why would- he still give them power in this case.

Judge Martin Colin knows that John J. Pankauski has massive conflicts of interest yet lets this lawyer have a say in these 
matters, knowing full well that John J. Pankauski is violating attorney client privilege, has misled Eliot Bernstein to get personal 
information, strategy in the case, and proprietary information in this case to then use against Eliot Bernstein acting as counsel
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to the opposition. Order for Discha 
of Counsel Te:

Judge Martin Colin knows that John J. Pankauski SHOULD not even be allowed in the court room on this, so why is Judge Martin 
CoBn letting all this still go on?

Morgan Stanley ( 
Tescher & Spa

Judge Martin Co
Why is Judge Martin Colin letting a clearly conflicted John J. Pankauski of Pankauski Law Firm get to pick a possible PR in this 
matter? Is this Legal? I say it is not LEGAL, as far as I see it and certainly there is no law that conflicts checks, due diBgence and 
judicial duty in estate cases is about putting NAMES IN A HAT. This is ludicrous at best.

Doing the Rigl

Why is Ted Bern: 
connected to

Motion to Halt H
All of these crimes CLEARLY happened in Judge Martin Colin's court, yet he does not report the crimes, seems to do nothing 
to bring justice to these rogue and lawless lawyers and now Judge Martin Colin is a material witness to all this, and still does 
nothing and refuses to remove himself from these proceedings, WHY?

Believe this is

Hmmm.. Friend c

Alan B. Rose, Mr
Rose, Konopk<

Who PROTECTS Judge Martin Colin to act completely outside of the Law?
Hello Marc Rands 

the PARTY, He
The above articles seems to be saying that Judge Martin Colin is connected to the mob, abuses his judicial power to favor 
attorneys he Bkes, and blatantly ignores conflicts of interest.

Alan Rose Wants
Amendment ti

Its the Law that Judge Martin CoBn must recluse himself if he has a conflict, yet Judge Martin Colin refuses to remove himself 
and also rules on this matter himself, which is not lawfuL I have seen this in many courts, and the superior Judge rules on this 
motion, NOT the Judge who the Btigant is asking to be removed. This is not LAWFUL.

Hey Liars, Thugs
Murdering, Gn

Hey Alan B. Rose
Fitzgerald, Ro:

HERE is a Bit on Judicial Laws and Judicial Disqualification
Judge Martin Co 

protecting the

"According to, Judicial Disqualification: An Analysis of Federal Law, Second Edition, 

Charles Gardner Geyh, Associate Dean of Research, John F. Kimberling Professor of 
Law, Indiana University Maurer School of Law, a Federal Judicial Center Publication;

I keep waiting fc 
to punish, o..

Whatch hiding F

Hey Flushing Ne\

“For centuries, impartiality has been a defining feature of the Anglo-American judge’s role in the 
administration of justice.

Raymond or p<

Objection to Mo 
Personal Repr<

The reason is dear: in a constitutional order grounded in the rule of law, it is imperative that judges make decisions 
according to law, unclouded by personal bias or conflicts of interest.

Objection to Mo 
Personal Reprr

I am getting me

Accordingly, upon ascending the bench, every federal judge takes an oath to
"faithfully and impartially discharge and perform all the duties” of judicial office; and the Due 
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution has been 
construed to guarantee litigants the right to a "neutral and detached,” or impartial, judge.

ideas that son

Why is Heritage
Company Filin

“Criminal Action
Simulated Leg

Moreover, in a democratic republic in which the legitimacy of government depends on the 
consent and approval of the governed, public confidence in the administration of justice is 
indispensable.

Letter to Judge
Opposition to

What is Going or
Lying about nr

It is not enough that judges be impartial; the public must perceive them to be so. Motion for Appo 
or Administrat

The Code of Conduct for United States Judges therefore admonishes judges to “act at all 
times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary” 
and to “avoid impropriety and the appearance of impropriety in all activities"

Ted Petition for 
Successor Per.

Alan Rose Esq.,.
Pankauski Law

"When the impartiality of a judge is in doubt, the appropriate remedy is to disqualify that judge 
from hearing further proceedings in the matter.

Chicago Insurant
Litigation Law

Morgan Stanley (
In Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co., a case concerning disqualification of a state supreme court justice, the U.S. Supreme 
Court reaffirmed that litigants have a due process right to an impartial judge, and that under circumstances in which judicial 
bias was probable, due process required disqualification. The Court noted, however, that disquabfication rules may be and often 
are more rigorous than the Due Process Clause requires.

Bernstein and

Wow, the Fraud
Piling Up. Is T<

Full Docket Of Hr
Insurance Casi

So it is with disqualification requirements for federal judges, which require disqualification when a judge’s impartiality “might 
reasonably be questioned."

Heritage Lawsuit
Response Reg:

Reported as a Ml
Disqualification Under 28 U.S.C. § 455 checked is me

“The Document ’
A. Overview the Inheritanc

Looks like the Tt
1. The text of § 455 The primary source of disqualification law in the federal judicial system is 28 
U.S.C. § 455. It provides, in its entirety, as follows:

Ted Bernstein

► January (22)

§ 455. Disqualification of justice, judge or magistrate judge >- 2013 (31)

http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/2014/02/judge-martin-colin-has-history-of.html 2/5
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(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall disqualify himself in any 
proceeding in which his impartiality might reasonably be questioned.

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances:

(1) Where he has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or 
personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding;

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter in
controversy, or a lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served 
during such association as a lawyer concerning the matter, or the judge or 
such lawyer has been a material witness concerning it;

(3) Where he has served in governmental employment and in such 
capacity partidpated as counsel, adviser or material witness concerning
the proceeding or expressed an opinion concerning the merits of the particular case in 
controversy;

(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fidudary, or his spouse or minor child residing in his 
household, has a finandal interest in the subject matter in controversy or in a party to the 
proceeding, or any other interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding;

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to either of them, or the 
spouse of such a person:

(1) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee 
of a party;

(ii) Is acting as a lawyer in the proceeding;

(iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome 
of the proceeding;

(iv) Is to the judge’s knowledge likely to be a material witness in 
the proceeding.

(c) A judge should inform himself about his personal and fiduciary finandal interests, and make a 
reasonable effort to inform himself about the
personal finandal interests of his spouse and minor children residing in
his household. 10 Judidal Disqualification: An Analysis of Federal Law

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases
shall have the meaning indicated:

(1) "proceeding” includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other 
stages of litigation;

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the dvil law 
system;

(3) “fidudary” includes such relationships as executor, administrator, trustee, and guardian;
(4) “finandal interest” means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, however small, or a 
relationship as director, adviser, or other active partidpant in the affairs of a party, except that:

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund that
holds securities is not a “finandal interest” in such securities unless the 
judge partidpates in the management of the fund;

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or dvic organization is not a 
“finandal interest” in securities held by the organization;

(iii) The proprietary interest of a policyholder in a mutual insurance company, of a depositor in a 
mutual savings assodation, or a similar proprietary interest, is a "finandal interest” in the 
organization only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 
interest;

(iv) Ownership of government securities is a "finandal interest”
in the issuer only if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the
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securities.
(e) No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to 
the proceeding a waiver of any ground for disqualification enumerated in 
subsection (b). Where the ground for disqualification arises only under 
subsection (a), waiver may be accepted provided it is preceded by a full 
disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification.
(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, if any justice, judge, magistrate 
judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter has been assigned would be disquab'fied, after 
substantial judicial time has been devoted to the matter, because of the appearance or 
discovery, after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she individually or as a 
fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her household, has a financial 
interest in a party (other than an interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome), 
disqualification is not required if the justice, judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse or 
minor child, as the case may be, divests himself or herself of the interest that provides the 
grounds for the disqualification.
Sections (a) and (b) occupy the core of § 455 and should be read 
together. The two sections divide the universe of disqualification into 
two halves: the general, catch-all category of § 455(a), which requires 
disqualification from any proceeding in which a judge’s “impartiality 
might reasonably be questioned”; and a list of more specific grounds 
for disqualification in S (b).
The remainder of 5 455 is directed at implementing §§ (a) and (b):
■ Section (c) admonishes judges to keep abreast of their financial
interests to ensure that they know when to disqualify themselves under § 455(b)(4).
• Section (d) defines terms employed in §§ (a) and (b).
■ Section (e) provides parties with a limited opportunity to waive 
disqualification otherwise required by the catch-all § (a)—
typically where the judge is poised to disqualify himself or herself sua sponte—but does not 
permit the parties to waive disqualification required by the more spedfic provisions of § (b).
■ Section (f) provides a limited opportunity for judges to avoid 
the need to disqualify themselves for finandal interest under
§ (b)(4) through divestiture.
2. Interpretive ground rules
a. Interpreting § 455(a) in relation to 5 455(b)

As embodied in § 455, (a) and (b) are conceptually separate.
Section (a) compels disqualification for the appearance of partiality, while
§ (b) “also” compels disqualification for bias, finandal interest, and
other spedfic grounds. In contrast, the Model Code of Judidal Conduct—after which § 455 was 
originally modeled—and the current Code of Conduct for United States Judges unify the two 
halves conceptually by characterizing the spedfic grounds for disqualification as a nonexclusive 
subset of drcumstances in which a judge’s impartiality might reasonably be questioned.
For the most part, this may be a distinction without a difference—disqualification is required if 

the spedfic or general provisions are triggered, regardless of whether the spedfic provisions are 
characterized as a subset of or separate from the general

On the other hand, by onceptualizing them separately, S 455 can require disqualification under spedfic drcumstances 
enumerated in § (b) that might not reasonably be characterized as calling a judge’s impartiality into question under § (a). For 
example, § (b)(4) requires judges to disqualify themselves for finandal interest
“however smalt,” which necessarily includes an interest so small that it could not reasonably call the judge’s impartiality into 
question.

Any drcumstance in which a judge’s impartiality might reasonably be questioned under §
(a) requires disqualification, even if the drcumstance is not enumerated in § 455(b).
At the same time, when § 455(b) identifies a particular situation requiring disqualification, it will 

tend to control any § 455

(a) analysis with respect to that spedfic situation. For example, §455(b)(5) requires disqualification when one of the parties is 
within the third degree of relationship to the judge. Consequently, a fourth-degree relationship to a party does not by itself 
create an appearance of partiality requiring disqualification under S 455(a)— although disqualification under § 455(a) might still 
be appropriate if, for example, the judge’s
personal relationship with the fourth-degree relative was so close as to call the judge's impartiality into question. As the
Supreme Court explained, “(sjection 455(b)(5), which addresses
the matter of relationship specifically, ends the disability at the thirddegree of relationship, and 
that should obviously govern for purposes of § 455(a) as welt”
The 1974 amendments to § 455, however, shifted the balance by requiring disqualification whenever a judge’s impartiality 
"might" reasonably be questioned, and the legislative history made clear that in revising the statute, Congress sought to end the 
“duty to sit".
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“When Congress amended S 455(a), it made clear that judges should apply an objective 
standard in determining whether to disqualify. A judge contemplating disqualification under § 
455(a), then, should not ask whether he or she believes he or she is capable of impartially 
presiding over the case.

Rather, the question is whether a judge’s impartiality might be questioned from the perspective of a reasonable 
person, and every circuit has adopted some version of the “reasonable person" standard to answer this question.

In the context of denying a motion for his disqualification from Cheney v. United States District 
Court for the District of Columbia, Justice Scalia noted that this reasonable person is aware “of 
all the surrounding facts and circumstances. ” The Second Circuit has characterized the 
reasonable person as an "objective, disinterested observer” who is privy to full knowledge of the 
surrounding circumstances.”

"The question has sometimes arisen as to whether the standard for disqualification differs in a 
bench trial where the judge’s role is even more pivotal than in a jury trial In Alexander v.
Primerica Holdings, Inc., the court of appeals said: “We cannot overlook the fact that this is a 
non-jury case, and that [the judge] will be deciding each and every substantive issue at trial....
When the judge is the actual trier of fact, the need to preserve the appearance of impartiality isespecially pronounced”

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 455, and upon examination of the record, I, Personally believe that Judge Martin Colin is NOT impartial 
and is violating the constitutional and lawful rights of the victims in this case."

http: //www.law.cornelledu/uscode/text/28/455

Judge Martin Colin SHOULD NOT, as a matter of law and the duties of his Judicial Office, be RULING on a Motion to NOT 
exclude HIMSELF. This is unethical unconstitutional and sure seems to me to be Illegal

Posted by Crystal L. Cox at 8:45 AM gri } Recommend this on Google
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Wednesday, May 1-4, 2014

John Pankauski ~ John J. Pankauski - Pankauski Law Firm PLLC

WOW are you KIDDING. Undo Influence Expert? Really?

Invalid or Void.. ? Hmm.. Why is Johnny Boy Protecting Ted Bernstein to commit Estate Fraud? or is He.. Hmmm.. Undo 
Influence is SERIOUSLY Abundant in the Simon and Shirfey Bernstein Estates..

Read ths WHOLE Blog and WOW, then will you hire this GUY?
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Ted Bernstein Insurance Scam

Written Upon Knowledge and Belief of Crystal L. Cox

7020 Lions Head Lane Boca Raton. Real Estate Buyers have a Legal Right to have FULL DISCLOSURE. Buyer 
Be AWARE.

Why Does Alan Rose Want to HIDE the TRUTH from the Buyers of this Property?

Why Does Judge Martin Colin Think it is ok to HIDE the Truth From Real Estate Consumers?

It is NOT ok for a Real Estate Broker, a Seller or a JUDGE to HIDE Known Facts about a Real Estate Transaction from a Real Estate Consumer. PERIOD.

Assets seem to have been stolen long ago. The property has been left to be run down. The courts simply do nothing to protect this asset and now a buyer is to get in the middle of i 
mess? I have been a real estate broker, owner of my own company for 15 year and a Real Estate Advocate for Real Estate Buyers. I would not go anywhere near this property until tl 
estate is REALLY Legally Settled. Check out the transcript below as attorney Alan Rose whines and cries to PREVENT disclosure to the Real Estate Consumer.

Judge Martin Colin has no LEGAL Reason, as a matter of LAW to withhold to a real estate buyer that the property is in litigation, this is a violation of the BUYERS Rights, and again 
the LAW PERIOD.

John Poletto, a real estate broker in Florida seems to have no issue with hiding know facts from buyers. The law is that latent defects, lawsuits, and anything that can harm a buye 
MUST be disclosed so why is the Florida Courts allowing this cover up that will cause BUYERS massive headache, stress and legal liability.

https: //drive.google.com/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiVUFCWZKb1YtWnM/view?usp=sharing

I am a Broker, a Real Estate Advocate, a Real Estate Whistleblower and I have owned my own real estate company for over 15 years. Check out the Transcript below as you see a 
JUDGE, and several attorneys seem to conspire to aid and abet a real estate sale and NOT disclose to BUYERS that they may spend years in litigation down the road after they have 
fixed up a place that Ted Bernstein let run down as a BAD PR for the property.

It is NOT ok for a JUDGE to want to hide this litigation from BUYERS. It is not lawful nor morally ethically for Judge Martin Colin to NOT want BUYERS to know when this affects theii 
VERY life, the life of their children and their quality of life in EVERY WAY.

SHAME SHAME on this JUDGE.

Really, Look Below, this document clearly shows this JUDGE ranting about YOU, the Real Estate Consumer NOT having a right to know what the Real Estate Seller and the Real Estat 
Broker KNOW and by law have to disclose. WOW.

Thursday, March 26, 2015 
South County Courthouse 

Courtroom 8
Delray Beach, Florida 33444 

1:03 p.m. - 2:10 p.m.

Stenographically Reported By: 
April Y. Segui, RPR, FPR 

Registered Professional Reporter 
Florida Professional Reporter

WWW.USLEGALSUPPORT. COM 
561-835-0220

1 APPEARANCES:
- On behalf of the Plaintiff:

MRACHEK, FITZGERALD, ROSE, KONOPKA, THOMAS & WEISS, P.A.
505 South Flagler Drive, Suite 600
West Palm Beach, Florida 33401 5
Phone: (561)655-2250
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E-mail: Arose@mrachek-law.com 6
ALAN B. ROSE, ESQUIRE

Other Research Links

http://wwwjviewit.tv/Simon%20and%20Shirley%20Estate/20121002%20PETITION%20FOR%20ADMINISTRATION%20SIM0N.pdf

Read the Entire Blog, Go to the bottom of the page and click older posts OR use search in upper left to search the Blog for what you want.

If you need information to protect you as a Real Estate Buyer of 7020 Lions Head Lane Boca Raton, email me at SawyBroker@yahoo.com

Posted by CrystalL. Cox at 5:20 PM No comments: on Google

Saturday, January 4, 2014

Ted Bernstein of Life Insurance Concepts, Tescher and Spallina Law Firm, Robert Spallina, Donald Tescher 
and Florida Notary Kimberly Morane Florida Insurance Scam and Estate Fraud, Forgery Case, overseeing 
Judge is Judge Martin H. Colin.

"Kimberly Moran Florida Notary Public, Tescher and Spallina Law Firm involved 

in Forgery and Estate Fraud

Kimberly Moran Florida Notary Public, Tescher and Spallina Law Firm ( Robert Spallina and Donald Tescher ), Ted Bernstein of Life Insurance Concepts and the Bernstein Family 
Foundation are involved in Estate Fraud, Insurance Schemes, Fraud on the Courts, Forgery, Possible Murder and other illegal and unethical behavior. The Judge in the Case is Judge 
Martin H. Colin.

Kimberly Moran Florida Notary Public of Tescher and Spallina Law Firm, Robert Spallina, Donald Tescher, Ted Bernstein of Life Insurance Concepts sure seems to have a lot of 
explaining to do, check out the forgery, fraud on the courts, flat out lies and for some reason none of these folks are in jail. The Judge in the Case is Judge Martin H. Colin, we wi 
watching to see if he follows through with those Miranda Rights and to see if Kimberly Moran, who is already confirmed to have committed forgery, sees any jail time and how this 
Notary at a law firm got such a high priced criminal attorney ?

Take a look at the details of this Florida Estate Fraud, Forgery, Real Estate Fraud, Child Endangerment, Fraud on the Courts and Possible Murder Case is playing out.

Kimberly Moran, Florida Notary Public involved in Fraud, Forgery, Estate Fraud ..
Motion to Freeze Assets in Shirley Bernstein Estate

https://docs.google.eom/file/d/OBzn2NurXrSkia3dyOGs4MnowODg/edit

ARREST has been made in the Estate of Shirleyfor FRAUDULENT NOTARIZATIONS and admitted FORGERIES of five documents in our names and on( 

our father's name, which was FORGED POSTMORTEM for him by Donald and Roberts Legal Assistant and Notary Public, Kimberly Moran.

http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/2013/12/response-to-ted-and-donald-letters-re.html

Kimberly Moran State of Florida Notary Suspension
http://www.flgov.com/wp-content/uploads/orders/2013/13_291_moran.pdf

Court Petition Naming Kimberly Moran, Florida Notary Publichttp://www.docstoc.com/docs/160162877/Ted-Bernstein-Petition

RESPONSE TOTED and DONALD LETTERS RE EMERGENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THREE MINOR CHILDREN AND MORE

http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/2013/12/response-to-ted-and-donald-letters-re.html

Additional Respondents Added 
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More information on this Estate Fraud, Forgery, Fraud on the Courts Case
http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/

http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/2013/12/does-ted-bernstein-not-understand-truth.html

Insurance Schemes and Fraud on the Court, Ted Bernstein 
http://www.docstoc.com/docs/document-preview.aspx?doc_id=165105099&amp;key=undefined&amp;pass=undefined

"NOTICE OF MOTION TO RE-OPEN BASED ON FRAUD ON THE COURT"

“That Case No. 502012CA013933XXXX, Stansbury v. Ted Bernstein et al. is a lawsuit with a claim against the estate, where RICO 
Defendant Greenberg Traurig acts as counsel to Plaintiff's brother Theodore. However, after Plaintiff points out to his brother
and Spallina that Greenberg Traurig is conflicted with assets of the estates, including but not limited to the approximate 30% interests 
held in the Iviewit Companies, the Iviewit Intellectual Properties and this RICO lawsuit, Greenberg Traurig suddenly withdraws 
as counsel in the matter, months after the lawsuit was instituted”

Source and Full Document 
http://www.iviewit.tv/CompanyDocs/United%20States%20District%20Court%20Southern%20District%20NY/20130512%20FINAL%2C 
tion%20to%20Rehear%20and%20Reopen%200bstruction%20of%20Justice165555%20WITH%20EXH  IBITS.pdf

Hearing Transcript where Judge Martin H. Colin clearly knows of fraud on the courts, and has yet to actually follow through with the 
threatened reading of the Miranda rights.
https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkia3NzaDd1NG45aUk/edit

Lawsuit filed against Ted Bernstein
https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiWnBNVUtJUEFJRms/edit 

http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/2013/08/ted-bernstein-life-insurance-concepts.html"

Source of Robert Spallina and Donald Tescher, Tescher and Spallina Law Firm, Ted Bernstein of Life Insurance Concepts, Greg Geffen Attorney Signature Title, Florida Notary Kimbe 
Moran and Judge Martin H. Colin post.
http://ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-1072355

Donald Tescher on the Far Right

Check out the Documents in this Florida Estate Case. The overseeing judge is Judge Martin H. Colin who "almost" read the attorneys their Miranda Rights. We have forgery, fraud, 
dead people signing documents, possible murder, sibling rivalry and all the makings of a Law and Order mini series. Read these document, and decide for yourself who is committir 
fraud, who is lying, who is telling the truth, who is abiding the law and take a deep look as to whether you want to buy insurance from Ted Bernstein of Life Insurance Concepts, or 
your Estate "Handled" by what sure looks to me to be crooks who will do as they please after you die, regardless of your wishes.
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Donald Tescher in the Middle

More Robert Spallina and Donald Tescher, Tescher and Spallina Law Firm, Ted Bernstein of Life Insurance Concepts, Greg Geffen Attorney Signature Title, and Florida Notary Kimbc 
Moran seem to be involved in a massive Florida Insurance Scam and Estate Fraud Case, overseeing judge is Judge Martin H. Colin, research links

http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/2013/12/res ponse-to-ted-and-donald-letters-re.html

Petition to Freeze Bernstein Assets
https ://drive.google.coni/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiTzBGbkdSTXI4MEU/edit?usp=sharing

Motion to Remove Personal Representative
https: //drive, google, com Zfile/d/OBzn2NurXrSkiNFdEOWo3ZnhHMEU/edit?usp=s haring

Response to Florida Governor in Kimberly Moran Notary Fraud, Forgery Case
https://drive.google.com/file/d/OBzn2NurXrSkiOVFPROIOYllQUFU/edit?usp=sharing

Forgery, Fraud on the Courts, Sanctions
https://drive.google.com/fi le/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiRDZGYjVlVnVoQm8/edit?usp=sharing

Kimberly Moran Notary Fraud, Forgery Case. Kimberly Moran of Tescher and Spallina Law Firm response on Notary Fraud whereby she forged the signature of a deceased man to enr 
her bosses Robert Spallina and Donald Tescher and DENY the true, moral and legal wishes of those whose Estate Robert Spallina and Donald Tescher were handling the affairs and a< 
of.
https: //drive, google. com/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiTmd6Q2VnRVpDdWM/edit?usp=sharing

Notary Public Comparison of Signatures and Dates, Evidence in Kimberly Moran Notary of Tescher and Spallina Law Firm Fraud, Forgery Case 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSk]U2FsT0hfVEhocWM/edit?usp=sharing

TESCHER ftamp; SPALLINA, P.A., (AND ALL PARTNERS, ASSOCIATES AND OF COUNSEL); ROBERT L. SPALLINA, (BOTH PERSONALLY &amp; PROFESSIONALLY); DONALD R. TESCH! 
(BOTH PERSONALLY Samp; PROFESSIONALLY); THEODORE STUART BERNSTEIN (AS ALLEGED PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE, TRUSTEE, SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE) (BOTH PERSONAL!. 
Samp; PROFESSIONALLY); Emergency Hearing Judge Martin Colin Court.
https://drive, google. com/file/d/0Bzn2NurXr5kia3ZTZWNEczNxaE0/edit?usp=sha ring

Jackson Response to Bernstein Trust Requests
https: / /drive, google, com/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkibWlpdmNoQ21YcmM/edit?usp=s haring

In March of 2012 Donald Tescher was awarded by the " MITZVAH SOCIETY" for allegedly being a "CARING ESTATE PLANNING 
PROFESSIONALS".

Yet it is clear from the court documents above, that Donald Tescher and TESCHER &amp; SPALLINA, P.A will do as they please after you die, regardless of what your TRUE 
wishes are and regardless of how much you pay him, or to what lengths, efforts and legal means you go to prepare your ESTATE to be handled per your wishes.
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And it sure seems that the JUDGES in Florida will assist Tescher and Spallina, even if they are involved in clear fraud, forgery and acting outside of the law and the wishes 

their clients estate plans.

Posted by Crystal L. Cox at 7:46 PM No comrents: G+1 Recommend this on Google

Friday, September 27, 2013

For More Information On Ted Bernstein Being Sued, and More Court Filings Against Ted Bernstein..

Check out the Ted Bernstein Report by Investigative Blogger Crystal L. Cox

Posted by Crystal L. Cox at 4:27 PM No comments: I G+l I Recommend this on Google

"t u e s d a y , July 3 0. 2013

Sheri Goldman; Investigative Blogger Crystal Cox Alleges that Ted Bernstein, the man in the news video w 
the person financing Sheri Goldman to be a building where no other medical professionals were.

Investigative Blogger Crystal Cox Alleges that Ted Bernstein is behind the Botox scheme, used her services and KNEW full well that she was not a nurse. Investigative Blogger Cryst; 
Cox Alleges that Ted Bernstein this is in connection with other insurance and high finance scams in which Ted Bernstein of Boca Raton Florida may be involved int.

"Boca woman arrested after police say she offered botox, told people she was a nurse

“BOCA RATON, Fla. - The Florida Department of Health’s Investigative Services Unit- West Palm Beach, announced that their joint investigation with the City of Boca Raton Police 
Department and the Florida Department of Corrections has led to the arrest of Sheri Goldman for the unlicensed practice of a health care profession, which is a third degree felony 
punishable by up to five years in jail.
Goldman was also arrested for violation of probation based on a previous arrest for unlicensed activity in Palm Beach County.

The joint operation was conducted after the City of Boca Raton Police Department received an anonymous complaint that Sheri Goldman was offering Botox injections and claiming 
be a nurse.

Authorities say Goldman is not licensed to perform any health care profession within the state of Florida.
After a joint undercover operation with the listed agencies at Goldman’s place of business, Beauty & Balance, she claimed to be an “OR nurse.” In addition, a search of the website 
www.groupon.com revealed she was posing as a “surgical nurse" according to investigators.

DOH has several resources to combat unlicensed activity: Consumers are encouraged to use DOH’s Web site www.flhealthsource.com where they can view the license information o 
their health care practitioner.

Source of Post and Full Article http://www.wptv.com/dpp/news/region_s_palm_beach_county/boca_raton/boca-woman-arrested-after-police-say-she-offered-botox-and-told-peopl 
she-was-a-nurse#ixzz2aZYFu!Yt

Research More Regarding the Unethical, possibly ILLEGAL actions of Boca Raton Florida's Life Insurance Concepts owned by Ted Bernstein.

MOTION TO REMOVE PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES
https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiT0tBZGhKemNzc1E/edit

"NOTICE OF MOTION TO RE-OPEN BASED ON FRAUD ON THE COURT"

"That Case No. 502012CA013933XXXX, Stansbury v. Ted Bernstein et al. is a lawsuit
with a claim against the estate, where RICO Defendant Greenberg Traurig acts as counsel 
to Plaintiff’s brother Theodore. However, after Plaintiff points out to his brother and 
Spallina that Greenberg Traurig is conflicted with assets of the estates, including but not 
limited to the approximate 30% interests held in the Iviewit Companies, the Iviewit 
Intellectual Properties and this RICO lawsuit, Greenberg Traurig suddenly withdraws as 
counsel in the matter, months after the lawsuit was instituted"

Source and Full Document
http://www.iviewit.tv/CompanyDocs/United%20States%20District%20Court%20Southern%20District%20NY/201305l2%20FINAL%20Motion%20to%20Reheari%20and%20Reopen%200bsti 
on%20of%20Justice165555%20WITH%20EXHIBITS.pdf

Posted by CrystalCox at 4:08 PM No comments: G+1 I Recommend this on Google
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Monday, April 20, 2015 Disclose

Simon Bernstein Irrevocable Insurance Trust Dtd 6/21/95 v. Heritage Union Life 
Insurance Company; Insurance Fraud, Forged Documents, Murder Allegations, No 
Policy and Millions Paid.

Note: All Cases on this property INVOLVE property located at 7020 Lions Head Lane Boca Ratonl, Florida, 2494 S Ocean Blvd, Apt C5, Boca 
Raton, FL 33432, and 880 Berkley St. Boca Raton. These properties are tied up in multi-millions in litigation and they don't want potential buyers to 
know. Do your homework folks. As a, what seems to be corrupt, lawless or just ignorant Florida Probate Judge is ordering that you, the REAL Estate 
Buyer NOT be told (DISCLOSED) as to what will inevitably affect your life.

Proper disc 
proven

Disclosure can b 
in success or a I

The Ocean Blvd property was SOLD, I believe through a fraudulent residential loan. As it is clearly and investment property and the buyer does not 
even live in the country. I believe the buyer is friends with Ted Bernstein or associates, and is connected to the lender and others acting in Civil 
Conspiracy regarding buying this property with little mney down, a low interest residential loan out of Illinois and then profiting tax free acting as if it's a 
primary resident instead of an investment property.

DISCLOSURE is LAW

Meanwhile in Judge Colin's Court in Palm County Florida there is massive crimes and cover up and Judge Martin Colin seems to want to sweep it 
all under the rug and get it out of the Illinois courts where Justice may be served.

Judge Martin Colin seems to be involved in a Probate Attorney Protection racket, and the victims are children and other innocent citizens. Meanwhile 
years go by and properties are run down, stolen, sold. .. money disappears, jewelry gone, and so much admitted fraud and forgery AND Judge Martin 
Colin DOES nothing.

Ted Bernstein pays for an attorney with Estate money and seems to pay for his own life, while other heirs have no attorney, no rights and some are 
minors. Judge Martin Colin has clearly broken the law and Volated constitutional rights and seems to believe he is so connected (probably to Labarga 
and others from his Prosecutor job) that he will never face prison or any kind of justice. I say he is wrong and that one day someone will bring Judge 
Martin Colin to Justice.

Here is the Illinois Docket
http://ia601902.us.archive.Org/6/items/gov.uscourts.ilnd.283534/gov.uscourts.ilnd.283534.docket.html

Answer to Complaint
http://ia601902.us.archive.Org/6/items/gov.uscourts.ilnd.283534/gov.uscourts.ilnd.283534.17.0.pdf

Heritage Union Life Insurance Company, Jackson National will pay YOU millions and all you have to do is say oh ya my dad had a police for 2 
million and the pay with NO Policy, simply to get out of a litigation. WOW?? oh and there is murder allegations and a Heavy Metal Toxin autopsy report. 
So I guess one can commit murder, then say hey Heritage Union Life Insurance Company, Jackson Life Insurance, I had a policy on that guy, now pay 
me 2 million and they say ok. Sounds LEGIT.

WOW ... Folks.. WTF comes to mind.

More on the Illinois case

http://wwwjviewit.tv/Simon0/o20and%20Shirley%20Estate/201311040/o20Ted0/o20Pam0/o20Usa0/o20Jill°/o20Answer
%20to%20Complaint%20Jackson0/o20Heritage0/o20Northern%20DistrictQ/o20Illinois%20Simon%20v%20Heritage%
20Jackson%20Insurance.pdf

http://www.iviewit.tv/20130506%20FINAL%20SIGNED%20Petition%20Freeze%20Estates%200rginal%20LOW.pdf

http://tedbernsteinreport. blogspot.com/search?q=District+of+lllinois

Why does Judge Martin Colin Protect Tescher and Spallina in CLEAR and Blatant Insurance Fraud, Forgery, and cover ups. And allow them ALL to 
keep creating victims? There is no policy? Yet millions was paid?? Why is Spallina not investigated by Heritage Life, Jackson National or the the LAW 
in any Way?
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Attorney Robert Spelling, protected by Judge Martin Colin (in my opinion) tried to colled 2 million in life insurance. The alleged policy holder with NO 
POLICY, looks to have been murdered. So why is Jackson National Insurance Company NOT investigating this matter?

Here is the Letter Robert Spallina, Florida Probate attorney sent to try and collect the millions.

"Dear Sir or Madam: Enclosed is the Claimant's Statement for the above referenced policy, together with an original Death Certificate for the insured, 
Simon Bernstein, .

We are also enclosing a copy of Internal Revenue Service Form SS-4, Application for Employer Identification Number for the Simon Bernstein 
Irrevocable Insurance Trust June I. 1995, which is the trust listed as beneficiary of the above referenced policy.

We will provide wiring instructions for the trust bank account when you have processed the claim, if possible, in lieu of a check. Finally, we are 
enclosing a copy of the obituary for the decedent which was published in the Palm Beach Post.

We are unable to locate a copy of the original insurance policy.

If you have any questions with regard to the foregoing, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely

ROBERT L SPALLINA"

Heritage Claim Form, Spallina Alleged Fraud
https://docs.google.eom/file/d/OBzn2NurXrSkiaORmS3lWaDF6SEU/edit

District of Illinois Federal Case regarding insurance of deceased owner of 7020 Lions 
Head Lane
Folks do you want to put time, money, blood sweat and tears into making a family home, only to have it taken back by the true heirs once there real is 
clear and legal title in a way that a dead guy does not sign trust documents.

Buy at your own Risk. Below is a Link to more on the Illinois Case involving this Property (the Simon Bernstein Estate)

http://tedbemsteinreport.blogspot.com/2015/04/illinois-master.html

Regency Title dba US Title of Florida and Old Republic National Title Insurance Company seems to be involved in Florida Real Estate probate 
fraud. As we see that the Shirley Bernstein estate condo was SOLD and they guaranteed a clear title through Greg Gefen Florida attorney who seems 
to have several title companies. Regency Title dba US Title of Florida and Old Republic National Title Insurance Company is liable for the 
millions in property that they allowed the wrong owner to sell.
http://judgemartincolin.blogspot.ie/2015/04/gregory-s-gefen-john-poletto-judge.html

Simon Bernstein Estate Case; Florida Probate Court; Judge Martin Colin; 7020 Lions 
Head Lane
Click Below for Linked Docket of Simon Bernstein Estate Case
https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXiSkiS0NMblNaNUk2MXc/edit

7020 Lions Head Lane Boca Raton; Judge Martin Colin has BANNED Real Estate 
Disclosure.
Judge Martin Colin has banned Eliot Bernstein from DISCLOSING to Real Estate Buyers, as a matter of law, that 7020 Lions Head Lane, Boca Raton 
Florida is involved in several multi-million dollar legal actions.

When the buyers find out in the future and sue, Eliot Bernstein or his children will be financially liable, he is abiding by the law and blocked by Judge
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Martin Colin.

Click the Link Below for More

http://tedbemsteinreport.blogspot.com/2015/04/fiorida-lis-pendens-7020-lions-head.html

Shirley Bernstein Estate Probate Case connected to the Simon Bernstein Estate Case, 
both will affect what happens to 7020 Lions Head Lane. Don't Believe Me, do your 
DUE Diligence, Trust NO One. This is YOUR LIFE.
Click Below for More on the Shirley Bernstein Estate Case, Florida Probate Case in the Court of Judge Martin Colin (ya know the JUDGE who is order 
NON-Disclosure)

http://tedbemsteinreport.blogspot.com/2015/04/shirley-bemstein-estate-case-master.html

This site uses cookies from Google to deliver its services, to personalize 
ads and to analyze traffic. Information about your use of this site is 
shared with Google. By using this site, you agree to its use of cookies.

learn more got it

Motion to Remove Ted Bernstein as PR
https://docs.google.eom/file/d/OBzn2NurXiSkiNFdEOWo3ZnhHMEU/edit

https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiT0tBZGhKemNzc1E/edit

Florida Probate Attorney Donald Tescher 
(Protected by Judge Martin Colin), 
Excerpt from deposition testimony.

https ://docs.gQogle.com/fi le/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiNDFNWi1sTHBP\/zA/edit

The Lasalle National Trust and C/0 Robert Spallina Mystery

"Bates #JCK001262, is a letter regarding the filing of a claim dated October 09,

2012, sent from HERITAGE to SPALLINA with SPALLINA addressed as

"LASALLE NATIONAL TRUST N.A. TRUSTEE C/0 ROBERT SPALLINA,

ATTORNEY AT LAW" address "4855 TECHNOLOGY WAY STE 720 BOCA

RATON FL 33431" and the Letter starts "Dear Trustee."

http://www.iviewit.tv/Simon%20and%20Shirley%20Estate/20140112%20FINAL%20SIGNED%20PRINTED%20MOTION%20TO%20S
TRIKE%20AMENDED%20COMPLAINT%20ECFCOPY.pdf

"LaSalle National Trust, N.A." seems to basically be a national holding company, via 
big title companies and banks and simply a way to convey property, assets, holdings 
and real estate. Thing is what instrument gave Spallina the right to be the Trustee 
in the Simon Bernstein estate in this regard?

What was Robert Spallina really up to, using this huge company name and having 
documents sent to him directly? Or wanting to collect on the Heritage Union Life 
Insurance Company / Jackson National Life Insurance Company Policy, or lack of 
policy?

Seems to me that "LaSalle National Trust, N.A.", the real one, has a major 
claim against Tescher and Spallina unless Robert Spallina was acting with their authority???

"SPALLINA acting as both the TRUSTEE of'LaSalle National Trust, N.A." and as

Trustee of the Lost or Suppressed Trust, HERITAGE would have to legally pay him as either 

the Primary or the Contingent Beneficiary in his fraudulent Legal and Fiduciary roles. " 

Page 13 

http://www.iviewit.tv/Simon%20and%20Shirley%20Estate/20140112%20FINAL%20SIGNED%20PRINTED%20MOTION%20TO%20S 
TRIKE%20AMENDED%20COMPLAINT%20ECFCOPY.pdf

To document search the above page, click on Control F, then type in Lasalle, to read all the places it is mentioned int he 
above document.
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Eliot Bernstein Disclosure; Heritage Union Life Insurance; Jackson National Life Insurance 

http://www.iviewit.tv/Simon%20and%20Shirley%20Estate/20131022%20Rule%2026%20Disclosure%20Eliot%20Jackson%20Natio 
nal%20Lawsuit.pdf

Chicago Title Land Trust Company is successor trustee to the listed bank land trustees, as seen here, 

http: / /www. ct landtrust, com /#! successorships- h- l/ctsk

If Robert Spallina claimed to speak for LaSalle National Trust then is this connect to Chicago Title Company, and perhaps 
real estate shady dealings involving Greg Geffen in Florida? Hmmm....

Chicago Title is a pretty big deal in Title Insurance. I have owned my own real estate company for 14 years, and well urn.. 
how is Spallina trying to pull off that he is successor trustee or whatever mumbo jumbo he was trying to pull off?

Did Robert Spallina real say he was speaking for Lasalle? really? Employee fund, real estate, SEC, how in the world is Spallina 
speaking for Lasalle? call me Confused.

More Research

http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/2014/02/why-is-heritage-union-life-insurance.html

http://tedbernsteininsurancescam.blogspot.com/2014/01 /ted- bernstein-of-life-insurance.html

http://www.docstoc.com/docs/160196536/Ted-Bernstein-Life-lnsurance-Concepts-Boca-Raton

http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/2014/02/wow-fraud-sure-seems-to-be-piling-up-is.html

http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/2014/01/robert-spallina-consent-and-joinder-to.html

http://robertspallina.blogspot.com/2014/02/is-adam-simon-liar-liar-pants-on-fire_6.html

Sheriff Report, Spallina

https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiTThFWTg4S2plamM/edit

Palm Beach County Sheriff Office Supplemental Report

https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiNHFZMmhJWjlzdk0/edit

Heritage Claim Form, Spallina Fraud

https://docs.google.eom/file/d/OBzn2NurXrSkiaORmS3lWaDF6SEU/edit

Fraud on the Courts, Tescher Spallina and Ted Bernstein 

https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiRDZGYjVlVnVoQm8/edit

Judge Martin Collin DENIAL Of Emergency Petition to Freeze ASSETS; Now the 
assets are stolen,sold cheap or just gone.
Judge Martin Colin SHOULD have froze assets until there was clear title, he did NOT.

Here is the DENIAL TO Freeze assets
https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiN0RIUWEzM2RWNVU/edit

One of those assests is 7020 Lions Head Lane Boca Raton

Judge Martin Colin never did Freeze assets and it's been near 2 years now. So the assets have illegally been sold off, stole, moved, damaged 
and ALL because Florida Probate Judge, Judge Martin Colin is protecting Elite Florida Probate attorneys.

Here is the Petition to Freeze Assets
https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXfSkiTzBGbkdSTX14MEU/edit
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2494 S Ocean Blvd, Apt C5, Boca Raton, FL 33432

More on Litigation involving the abo\e property.

"SPALUNA STATED THAT TED BERNSTEIN IS THE TRUSTEE FOR SHIRLEY’ S TRUST.

HE SAID THAT A CONDO THAT "WAS SOLD FOR $1, 400, 000 AND THAT MONEY

WENT INTO THE TRUST. "

And lot's more on the supplemental Sheriffs Report Below
https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiNHFZMnihJWjlzdk0/edit

Buyer: Wesley G. Voorheis 
333 Bay Street #910
Toronto Ontario, M5h 2R2 Canada

Mortgage
https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiQjlmSmRoNXJBdHc/edit

Closer: Steve Paraggua

Rolling Meadows Illinois

BMO Harris Bank N.A.
Rolling Meadows Illinois

Florida Single Family Fannie Mae / Freddie Mac instrument
Lenders Address is Scottsdale, Arizona

Ok so we ha\<e a mortgage broker, banker out of Illinois, a lender out of Arizona, a property in Florida and a buyer in Ontario Canada. And we have a 
single family residential loan?? REALLY ??

I, Real Estate Expert and advocate Crystal L. Cox say that there is mortgage fraud involved in the sale of the above property, as well as no clear titles, 
SOLD by someone who had no legal right to sell, has title insurance fraud, RESPA violations and much more.

It says second home, so maybe its legit. But hmm now it's a million more? I say that Broker John Poletto and Ted Bernstein are in on a million dollar 
scam with the lender and the buyer to dupe the real and true, legal heirs.

What if a buyer knew that they were buying a property from someone who did not have the legal right to sell, and they got a loan like this? Hmm., all 
kinds of trouble I'd say.

I know Florida law is different, however, I have never seen a title agent sign on a loan document such as this. Did Title Agent, Florida Attorney Greg 
Gefen get kickback from this mortgage? On the title insurance? Did Ted Bernstein? Hmm..

Shirley Bernstein Estate Case, Florida Probate Case in the Court of Judge Martin Colin 

http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/2015/04/shirley-bernstein-estate-case-master.html

To research more on the Eliot Bernstein, iViewit RICO

https://www.facebook.com/iviewit/posts/133089426862083

http://federalricolawsuit.blogspot.com/2010/01/judiciary-committee-reviews-iviewit.html
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iViewit RICO Crime Chart
http://iviewit.tv/CompanyDocs/RICO%20CRIME%20CHARTS.pdf

http://iviewit.tv/wordpress/

http://www.iviewit.tv/

Full RICO Filing
http://investigativeblogger.blogspot.com/2014/03/district-of-nevada-rico-and.html

iViewit Supreme Court Case
http://www.iviewit.tv/supreme°/o20court/index.htm

iViewit SEC Complaint
http://iviewit.tv/wordpress/?p=288

iViewit Motion to ReHear

http://www.iviewit.tv/CompanyDocs/United%20States%20District%20Court0/o20Southern%20District%20NY/2013
0512%20FINAL°/o20Motion%20to0/o20Rehear%20and%20Reopen%200bstruction%20of°/o20Justicel65555%20WI
TH%20EXHIB]TS.pdf

Posted by Crystal L. Cox at 11:19 AM No comments: G-r-11 Recommend this on Google

Friday, April 17, 2015

Gregory S. Gefen, John Poletto, Judge Martin Colin, Ted Bernstein and more seem to 
be involved in massive real estate fraud, forgery and cover up.

" Real Estate Forensics Report / Fraud Analysis: Shirley Bernstein Condo Sale

Real Estate Warranty Deed Transaction Date: April 18th 2013
Prepared by: Gregory S. Gefen, PA
File Number U13-412

Recorded: 05/06/2013
Palm Beach County, Florida
AMT 1,600,000
Doc Stamp 11,200
Pages 1029-1031;

The Following report is my Professional Opinion and advice based on 13 years as a Real Estate Broker Owner, and 
Currently owning a Real Estate Consulting and Real Estate Forensics Firm. This report is written upon the knowledge and 
information of Crystal L. Cox, Broker.

Notes on Trustee Affidavit

Regarding Warranty Deed prepared by Gregory S. Geffen, PA, File Number: U13-412

This recorded document now seems to be the only recorded documents regarding Ted Bernstein having Seller or Grantor 
rights in this matter. Before this closing, there appears to be no legal record, as a matter of law in which proves Ted 
Bernstein of having legal rights to sell subject property.

It appears to me that this real estate transaction is fraudulent, and that All Regency Title dba US Title of Florida and Old 
Republic National Title Insurance Company have a liability to the buyer in this transaction and to the true and correct heirs 
of the Shirley Bernstein Estate.

I would tell the Title Company to show you the legal documentation they have that gave them the legal right to allow Ted 
Bernstein to sell this Condo, to sign as the Seller, Grantor of said Property?

It is my understanding that the Shirley Bernstein Trust Agreement does not state that Ted Bernstein is the 
executor. Or at least I see no proof provided in the closing documents in which the title company filed in the closing of 
this 1.6 Million dollar sale, that would give Ted Bernstein a legal right to be the "Grantor” of said property.

What documentation did the title company have that gave them the legal right to let Ted Bernstein sell this real 
estate? What documentation did the title company have that justified providing a title insurance policy on a 1.6 Million 
dollar real estate sale, that insured to the buyer, that Ted Bernstein was the legal Grantor I Seller in this sale?

Ted Bernstein swore that the trust had not been revoked or terminated And that the the vesting Deed was
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recorded that provides the trustee with the full power of sale and that the subject transaction will not violate 
the trust. Yet there is no court documents, no judicial ruling that provides legal proof that Ted Bernstein is the person that 
gets to speak on behalf of the Shirley Bernstein estate.

There seems to have been no probate nor judicial order appointing Ted Bernstein as executor, successor of the Shirley 
Bernstein estate. So why would this title company guarantee title with no legal documents proving such and allow a $1.6 
million dollar real estate transaction and provide title policy on said property?

As a real estate broker, I would not let Ted Bernstein sign a listing on this property, as there is no documentation that he 
has Sellers rights and this would be a violation of law.

Ted Bernstein Had no legal right to act as Seller in this deed transfer. This title company provided title insurance in 
this matter and is liable to the Shirley Bernstein estate, as well as no liable to the buyer in this matter and the cost of this 
property being deed back to the rightful owner, as far as I see this case.

This seems to be a matter of property theft. All Regency Title dba US Title of Florida and Old Republic National Title 
Insurance Company guaranteed clear title in this real estate transaction via title insurance policy, and I would 
demand to see the settlement statement and all related documents, especially any document that was used as legal 
proof that Ted Bernstein was the SELLER, legally in this transaction. I do not see such a legal document in the recorded 
documentations for the sale of the subject property.

Ted Bernstein, under penalty and perjury swore the document to be true. The fact is that is simply a "pinky swear”, that is 
one man swearing that he owns a 1.6 million dollar property. There is no court document, no estate documents and no 
proof, of any kind that Ted Bernstein in fact has a legal right to convey title to this property, as far as I can see.

The Notary ONLY verified that it was indeed Ted Bernstein and that he showed proper ID, a Notary is not a lawyer, nor a 
court clerk. The title company needs to prove via a court recorded document that Ted Bernstein had a legal right to sell 
said property.

This is the reason to use a title company to close a LEGAL real estate transaction. The title company insures the title, 
researches recorded documents and PROVES who has rights to convey property.

Anyone can sign any document and swear that what the document says is true. The Notary swears that it is that person 
and not that the person is telling the truth, or has a legal document of FACT. Nor does the notary provide any kind of legal 
recorded proof that this person is entitled to swear to this information as a matter of law. A Notary simply verifies the 
identity of the person who signs the document.

All Regency Title dba US Title of Florida and Old Republic National Title Insurance Company sold an insurance policy 
with this real estate transaction insuring that the title was clear to sell to said buyer, when in fact Ted Bernstein did not 
have a legal right to sell this property, as far as the documentation provide shows.

Ted Bernstein is NOT the true and correct, proper "Grantor" named in the warranty documents.

Ted Bernstein could have just as easily signed an affidavit swearing that he was the seller of the White House, and a 
Notary would have verified the document, only to the extent that it was indeed a man named Ted Bernstein, whom had the 
proper identification to prove his identity. And this has NOTHING to do with proof of title rights.

A signed affidavit from someone claiming rights to sell the White House, as in this example, would not give the person the 
legal right to do so, nor does it in the case of this real estate transaction.

This is a fraudulent real estate transaction, in my expert opinion. The question then becomes did the title company 
get kick back on this deal? Was the title company promised future deals with these powerful men Ted Bernstein and 
George Wesley Thomas Voorheis?

It is a title companies job, BEFORE issuing a title insurance policy, to make sure that the title is clear and is able to be 
Sold. Said property seems to be in major legal dispute and is part of an estate in litigation, of which Ted Bernstein is NOT 
the Trustee, as appointed by a court of law.

This title company took a man's word that he owned a 1.6 Million dollar property, and let said man sell this property, 
without legal ownership. Upon my knowledge and belief, this title company has massive liability over this issue.

Notes on the Shirlev Bernstein Trust Agreement pages provided in 
the closing documents of said property.

This document has no clear sign of being true and correct. As a real estate Broker, I would not take this as proof that Ted 
Bernstein had a right to be a SELLER aKa Grantor of this property.

This is simply a document that may or may not have been actually signed by Shirley Bernstein. The correct and lawful 
procedure in these matters, in my expert opinion is the subject property to have gone through probate, and have a court 
appointed executor or trustee of the estate.

The legal process is not simply for someone who wants to be an heir to swear they are and then a Title Company allows 
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this person to sell millions of dollars of real estate they CLEARLY have no proof of owning.

In order for me to prove title and allow a person to act as Seller, I would have to see the probate documents, and the court 
rulings that granted Ted Bernstein the power to be the executor or the estate, have legal rights to the deed, and execute 
the sale of the subject property.

There seems to be no court document that gives Ted Bernstein the LEGAL right to sell subject property, there is only a 
man saying he has the right and a title company issuing title insurance on a multi-million dollar property insuring the title 
on said property.

In my experience, professional title companies go to the courthouse records for proof of liens, judgements, deed rights, 
estate issues and they do NOT simply take a sworn statement from a man who swears he is the legal Seller and give this 
man the absolute rights to millions of dollars of property of which he clearly has no probate, court stamped, judicial 
documents to prove this is true.

Notes on the warranty deed dated the 18th day of April, 2013

This appears to be fraudulent as there is no court document in which appoints Ted Bernstein as Successor of the Shirley 
Bernstein Trust. There does not seem to be any LEGAL documents that prove that Ted Bernstein has rights to the 
subject property as Successor, Executor, Trustee, Seller or Grantor.
Here we see a Ted Bernstein who himself claims to be a “Successor Trustee”, acting as Grantor selling subject 
property to Grantee G. Wesley Veorheis, a Canadian Resident, and there seems to be something amiss in this 
transaction.

There appears to be fraud in this transaction and I advise the true and correct heirs of the Shirley Bernstein estate to file 
legal action against All Regency Title dba US Title of Florida and Old Republic National Title Insurance Company, against 
the Corporate Company and the individuals involved in the sale, who may have been involved in kickback schemes or 
other anti-trust and civil conspiracy violations in this real estate transaction.

From what I can determine, and in my expert opinion, Ted Bernstein is not the legal “Grantor” and therefore has no 
legal right to convey title to said property.

All Regency Title dba US Title of Florida and Old Republic National Title Insurance Company have no legal 
right to have provide an insurance policy that guaranteed this title.

Just because there is a Notary and witnesses who signed the Warranty Deed, does not in any way legally prove that All 
Regency Title dba US Title of Florida had a LEGAL right to allow Ted Bernstein to act as Grantor or Seller of Subject 
Property.
I see no proof, whatsoever that Ted Bernstein is the rightful Grantor, and therefore this transactions appears to be 
fraudulent.

Just because there is a Notary and witnesses who signed the Warranty Deed, does not in any way legally give this title 
company right to provide title insurance through their title insurance provider Old Republic National Title Insurance 
Company, with corporate offices in Minneapolis, MN.

Again, a Notary stamp is not a COURT STAMP, nor a Judicial Ruling.

Regarding the “Certificate of Approval”

This document appears to be directly from the Condo Association. I have not read the bylaws of the Aragon Condominium 
Association, however, in my professional opinion, there may be some fraud between Ted Bernstein and the Aragon 
Condominium Association president James McGee.

The association in most cases can approve membership, and may be able to exclude certain people, however the 
association seems to be providing certification to further DUPE the title company, by claiming they have the power to give 
Ted Bernstein approval to conveytitle for Wesley George T. Voorheis to acquire.

Did the association have court documents that proved that Ted Bernstein had a right to convey title? If not then it is my 
opinion that the Aragon Condominium Association and that James McGee personally are also liable for what looks to be a 
real estate heist to me.

Regarding Non Identity Affidavit

This documented is suspected to be a fraudulent tax document. As Ted Bernstein has no proof that he is the court 
appointed Trustee in this matter and has no legal right to certify that he owes no estate tax in this matter.

Ted Bernstein may be committing fraud against the U.S. government in possibly illegally conveying title to a property he 
has no legal right to and at the same time claiming himself tax exempt for this millions of dollars in alleged 
inheritance.

I recommend that the true and correct heirs notify the Florida and U.S. Tax Authorities on this issue. As there may be a 
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great deal of estate tax due on this matter, and Ted Bernstein has no legal proof that he can speak on behalf of the Shirley 
Bernstein estate.

Based on my experience it is a standard of practice in real estate regarding estate issues, for the property to go through 
probate, have a court appointed trustee and proceed through the courts and NOT through a sworn affidavit by a 
dreamy eyed family member wishing to receive millions of tax free dollars.

If any potential heir or for that matter any person off the street can sign a document to swear they have rights to property, 
with no recorded deed or court order, well then this is a serious matter that the Department of Justice and Attorney 
General need to look into, as this title company may have done this before and thereby created many victims in this 
scheme. It is not lawful to let anyone claiming they have title right to sell other people’s property.

It is the PURPOSE of purchasing the Title Insurance Policy, which I assume the Shirley Bernstein Estate paid for, that this 
policy guarantees to the buyer that Ted Bernstein has the right to sell the property and that all liens, judgments, tax issues 
on said property have been taken care of and cleared by a court of law.

If not then the Title Insurance company and policy provided has a serious liability not only to the buyer but to the actually 
true and correct heirs of the Shirley Bernstein estate, whomever the courts deem that to legally be.

As a professional real estate service provider, be it a title company or a real estate brokerage, we are taught to make 
absolute SURE that a Seller has a legal right to sell a property. This is mostly done by a true and correct, court filed 
warranty deed in the name of the SELLER aKa Grantor, with the names of the people who will be signing a listing 
agreement with a real estate brokerage or closing documents with a local title company.

It is not standard of practice, ethical nor lawful to use the closing process and title insurance policy of a local title company 
in place of a legal, court documented estate and probate proceedings, as a matter of law.

In my experience Sellers aKa Grantors do not sell properties by swearing to an affidavit that they have a right to sell. This 
would make it so that anyone who wanted to be an heir, or anyone of the street for that matter, could simply go to a notary 
and sign a document swearing they have a right to sell, and without title in their name sell millions of dollars in property.

It is my professional opinion that this title company is liable to the true heirs of the Shirley Bernstein estate and possibly 
even interest, punitive damage, and criminal charges.

It is my experience that in an Estate settlement, the Estate is settled in full before property is Sold, another words there 
would be probate and estate process as a matter of law. And if Ted Bernstein has proper legal documentation then he 
would have a deed in his name, and from that deed he would then be the Grantor.

See In Barnhart v. Hovde, 490 So.2d 1271 (Fla. Sth DCA) for reference on this matter., review denied 510 So.2d 543 (Fla. 
1986), Hovde was named trustee for the beneficiaries, who were her stepchildren. Hovde sold a trust asset (an 
apartment complex) without obtaining a court order to do so in violation of Fla. Stat. 737.403(2). Hovde had conflicting 
interests with the beneficiaries of the trust, and the sale of asset resulted in benefit to the trustee and a detriment to the 
beneficiaries. Id. The Trustee had interests which definitely conflicted with those of the other beneficiaries, which 
resulted in a benefit to the trustee and a detriment to the other beneficiaries, and the Court found that Hovde violated the 
terms of the trust and applicable state statutes. Id.

Again an affidavit is not a legal document proving title rights. This affidavit is a man claiming under penalty and 
perjury that he has legal rights to be the Grantor of said property, however this is not a legally binding document in 
which I, as a Real Estate Broker would accept as proof of entitlement to act as Seller or Grantor.

It is not a Power of Attorney, it is not a legally filed Warranty Deed in Ted Bernstein's name, nor is it a court order ruling 
that Ted Bernstein is the true and correct, LEGAL Seller, Owner, Grantor of said property.

This document appears to be a Ted Bernstein claiming that he has the rights to be the Seller, Grantor and is the 
Successor Trustee, Executor of the Shirley Bernstein estate and that with this claim he promises to NOT hold All 
Regency Title dba US Title of Florida and Old Republic National Title Insurance Company liable for any legal 
actions, legal fees in the future, or any other future liability.

Ted Bernstein does not seem to be the LEGAL Seller / Grantor of said property and therefore cannot be in a legal 
agreement releasing All Regency Title dba US Title of Florida and Old Republic National Title Insurance Company of 
liability regarding the matters of the Shirley Bernstein estate.

Conclusion

In my expert opinion, the title company in this case, All Regency Title dba US Title of Florida, has made a grave error in 
allowing Ted Bernstein to sell the subject property with the documents provided to them.

And it is my professional opinion that All Regency Title dba US Title of Florida and Old Republic National Title Insurance 
Company, needs to file notice of insurance claim, fraud and massive liability in this matter as soon as possible.

As a Real Estate Broker owning my own firm, I would not let Ted Bernstein have listed this property for sale, nor would I 
have allowed any agent working for me to do so. As there is no court documented proof that Ted Bernstein has a legal 
right to sell said property and I would not put my liability insurance provider nor my company at that risk.
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A title company has even a greater risk in guaranteeing title, and is therefore liable to the heirs of the Shirley Bernstein 
Trust.

No reputable real estate company SHOULD take this property as a listing, due to the inability to prove who has property 
authority and rights of Grantor / Seller.

It is my opinion that Ted Bernstein has used All Regency Title dba US Title of Florida to circumvent the legal 
process and thereby gaining title to Shirley Bernstein’s property.

Ted Bernstein went straight for the paycheck, and skipped the step of gaining legal title to the property first. Therefore 
avoiding estate tax, capital gains, and the process of fighting the legal heirs of the Shirley Bernstein Trust in order to obtain 
money from the sale of the subject property.

It is my opinion that the true and proper legal heirs of the Shirley Bernstein estate should use all legal means necessary 
regarding All Regency Title dba US Title of Florida and Old Republic National Title Insurance Company, in order to make 
this right.

Florida Laws: FL Statutes - Title XLII Estates and Trusts Section 736.0101 Short title, seem to have been 
violated in this transaction.

As a Real Estate Broker owner experienced in all manner of real estate for over 13 years, including estate, trust tax 
issues, and all related matters, I strongly advise the true legal heirs of the Shirley Bernstein estate to contact a Florida 
lawyer and sue All Regency Title dba US Title of Florida and Old Republic National Title Insurance Company of 
Minneapolis.

Corporate Headquarters:
Old Republic National Title Insurance Company
400 Second Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55401
(612)371-1111

I, Crystal L. Cox am fully qualified to give this real estate opinion and forensics analysis. I am not a lawyer. I am a fully 
qualified real estate advisor and forensics expert. I am FULLY qualified to provide expert witness and expert opinion in the 
Shirley Bernstein estate on all related matters discussed herein, real estate matters.

Written By

Crystal L. Cox

Real Estate Broker Owner
Real Estate Forensics Expert
Expert Witness Real Estate
Real Estate Fraud Expert
Real Estate Consultant"

Source; April 18th 2013 Real Estate Forensics Report by Broker Crystal Cox; Original Report

https://docs.google.eom/document/d/1 hjawNPI4EXpN0L8oZ33Pmpimgh3073da5J0i\/IQtw/edit

About the Title Company who closed this sale

Gregory S Gefen is president and managing member of Signature Title Group, LLC and personally oversees all closings.

Greg has been admitted to the Florida Barsince 1991 and is a member of the Real Property, Probate and Trust Section.

Greg has been a member and agent of several of South Florida's largest title underwriter, since founding his law firm, Gregory S. Gefen, PA, in 
1995 www.gefenlaw.com.

He resides in Boca Raton

Posted by Crystal L. Cox at 10:05 AM No comments: I G+1 i Recommend this on Google
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Alan B. Rose of Mrachek, Fitzgerald, Rose, Konopka, l homa 
Weiss Florida Probate Case

lorida Estate and Probate Case, Forgery, and Alleged Murder, blog written upon information, knowledge and belief of Crystal L, Cox, 
Blogger.
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Thursday, June 4, 2015

I Allege that this Web Stat is the Condo Buyer in the Shirley Bernstein Estate. I 
also allege that Ted Bernstein, Alan Rose, and other conspired with this buyer to 
get a rock bottom deal on this condo under illegal and unethical circumstance.
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Eye on Alan Rose of Mrachek, Fitzgerald, Rose, Konopka, Thomas & Weiss, P.A. 
in West Palm Beach, Fla., in West Palm Beach, Florida.

Alan Rose has a NEW CASE. Well Let's keep an eye on this one too; Transparency

"WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (Legal Newsline) - A prominent class action law firm is suing two firms with which it partnered on 
a class action lawsuit in Florida for allegedly failing to pay it a fee.

Cohen, Milstein, Sellers & Toll, PLLC filed the lawsuit in Palm Beach County Circuit Court on May 5 against Anderson + Wanca 
and Bock & Hatch LLC, claiming it is owed about $280,000 in fees for joining in on the class action lawsuit. Bock & Hatch 
removed the case to U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Florida on May 26.

The suit claims Cohen Milstein agreed in March 2012 to to serve as the local counsel for a class action suit in which the firms 
were involved in Florida. The two sides came to terms on a fee agreement and also agreed that Cohen would receive 20
percent of the attorneys' fees awarded in the class action suit, the complaint says. 
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In October, the court awarded about $1.4 million in attorneys fees. Cohen Milstein claims Anderson has not paid the 20 
percent contingency fee made in the fee agreement.

In March, Anderson acknowledged the fee agreement, but “demanded” Cohen Milstein reduce the fee, the lawsuit said.

In addition to the $280,000, the plaintiff is also seeking lost profit damages, plus court costs for filing the suit.

The law firm is represented by Alan B. Rose of Mrachek, Fitzgerald, Rose, Konopka, Thomas & Weiss, P.A. in West Palm 
Beach, Fla.

U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Florida case 9:15-cv-80662"

Source
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/cohen-milstein-suing-fellow-class-action-firm-over-fees-from-fla.- 
case/article/feed/2176218

Also Check Out
of Mrachek, Fitzgerald, Rose, Konopka, Thomas & Weiss, P.A. in West Palm Beach, Fla.
http://attorneyalanrose.blogspot.ie/

Posted by Crystal L. Cox at 6:23 AM No comments: [ g+1 I Recommend this on Google

Saturday, May 30, 20 1 5

I am Reporting on the Simon Bernstein Estate CASE and will continue to do so. 
My reporting is NOT controlled by anyone but ME. Alan Rose continues to WHINE.

Alan Rose is acting suspicious, does he WANT Eliot to complain about Judge Coates? It sure looks like it. What is Alan Rose
REALLY up to?

Why wine about this DRIBBLE now? There is a new judge, we shall see if the law is obeyed. 
Alan Rose seems to be pushing to disqualify Judge Coates, why is that?

I mean the Proskauer Rose thing is true, however if Judge Coates were to sign a Conflict of 
Interest Disclosure then maybe no issue, either way why in the world is Alan Rose so whiny about 
all this?

Sounds like Alan Rose should file a motion to disqualify himself instead of pushing Eliot Bernstein 
to do it.

KEEP 
CALM

AND

NO 
WHINING

Oh and I love that Florida Attorney Alan Rose is hanging on my every word INSTEAD of doing his 
JOB. Just obey the law and don't worry about the bloggers dude.

Either Coates will do a lawful, ethical, constitutional job or not?

I have never seen Alan Rose show so much knowledge about iViewit, oh and so much love for me, It kind of makes me blush 
actually.

Judge Coates must be a Good Guy for Alan Rose to show such disingenuous concern over possibly conflicts. Things that make 
you say hmmm...

Check out the eMails below. (Transparency and Accountability)

http://tedbernstei nr eport, bl og spot, com/

Cedarhurst, New York

WOW, a full days wages 
National Empl...

Pam and Ted CUT out ol 
they seem to be...

Whatch all worried aboi 
Fines, Judgement...

Not Getting Much Work 
ya? I sure ho...

303 East Wacker Drive S 
Chicago Illinois

STP Enterprises, Inc. - I

Jackson National Life Di 
Registere...

So Where Does Christop 
Ex Proskauer...

Carol Ann Kindred at He 
Life Insurance...

Heritage Union Life Inst 
is well awar...

So, who at Jackson Nati 
palms, all...

So is Pamela Simon the i 
in all this?...

Jackson National Life In: 
Company has HUGE L...

oh and Don't Forget the 
CONDO and how...

More on MichaelA. Well 
National Life Co...

Looks to me like Jacksoi 
Little SPOO...

So Funny, that Heritage 
Insurance Compa...

Heritage Union Life Inst 
is wellawar...

Life Insurance Concepts

Ted Bernstein

Blog Posts

Is Google Really the Besl 
Conduct a Fraud, ...

Welcome Back, How is t 
Investigation Goi...

Order for Discharge and 
Counsel Tesc...

Morgan Stanley Group N 
Tescherfi Spalli...

Judge Martin Colin seen 
the Right Thi...

Why is Ted Bernstein N( 
to this Story?...

Motion to Halt Hat Trick 
Believe this is ...

Hmmm.. Friend or Foe?
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"From: Alan Rose
Sent: Tuesday, May 26, 2015 11:52 AM
To: 'Eliot Ivan Bernstein'; 'Eliot Ivan Bernstein'; 'Eliot Ivan Bernstein'
Subject: Judge Coates

Mr. Eilot Bernstein:

The estate/trust cases have been assigned to Judge Coates. One order is attached but he has all of the cases.

You already have started with the internet nonsense as to Judge Coates:

(http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com) as of mid-day Friday. Apparently, he worked at Proskauer, and we all know you 
labor under the belief that someone there stole trillions of dollars of intellectual property from you or your company.

If you object to his continued service, please advise the parties asap, so we can consider simply doing an agreed or joint 
motion/order requesting his recusal

Please advise.

Alan B. Rose
Mrachek, Fitzgerald, Rose, Konopka, Thomas & Weiss, P.A."

From; Alan Rose
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2015 11:44 AM
To: 'Eliot Ivan Bernstein'; 'Eliot Ivan Bernstein'; 'Eliot Ivan Bernstein'
Cc: 'John P. Morrissey1; 'O'Connell, Brian M.'; 'Foglietta, Joy A'; 'Peter J. Feaman, Esq.'
Subject: RE: Judge Coates

Now that Brian has set a hearing before Judge Coates, Eliot needs to speak now if he contests the court's ability to hear this case. 
Silence equals acceptance and waiver of any objections in my view.

Eliot has filed at least two and probably more motions to disqualify Judge Colin, and already has started with nonsense about 
Judge Coates.

For the record, we have no objection to Judge Coates. But Eliot may and he needs to assert that objection or waive it. There is 
no point having a hearing and wasting time just to have Eliot complain that day about Judge Coates.

Also for the record, the "journalist" Eliot corresponds and communicates with. Crystal Cox, posted the following highlighted 
material:

Friday, May 22, 2015

Was Howard Coates REALLY picked Randomly as a Judge in this Case? REALLY? Seriously? Aformer Proskauer Rose attorney?WOW

Was with Proskauer Rose for 10 years and nowon the i Vi ewit SCANDAL in Florida?? Are you Kidding, WOW

Well this should be interesting, hopefully lawful I!

Bio

http://15thcircuit.co.palm-beach.fl.us/web/judge-coates

http ://b a 11 otpedi a .org/Howa rd_K._Coa tes

http.7/www.awo.com/attorneys/33401-fl-howard-coates-1273629.html

News on..

http://www.palmbeachpost.com/news/news/crime-law/scott-picks-three-for-palm-beach-county-judgeships/njZNL/

Alan B. Rose, Mrachek, I 
Rose, Konopka &...

Hello Marc Randazza, Wi 
PARTY, Hope yo...

Alan Rose Wants the Fin 
to Be Set Asid...

Hey Liars, Thugs, Thievr 
Murdering, Gre...

Hey Alan B. Rose, Mrach 
Rose, Konop...

Judge Martin Colin has; 
protecting the...

I keep waiting forjudge 
punish, o...

Whatch hiding FROM Bo'

Hey Flushing New York . 
Raymond or possib...

Objection to Motion to 
Personal Repres...

Objection to Motion to 
Personal Repres...

I am getting me some "b 
that somethin...

Why is Heritage Union L 
Company Filin...

"Criminal Action througl 
Simulated Legal Pr...

Letter to Judge Martin i 
Opposition to Ted...

What is Going on with J 
about not ...

Motion for Appointmeni 
Administrator...

Ted Petition for Appoin 
Successor Personal...

Alan Rose Esq., John J. 
Pankauski Law F...

Chicago Insurance and C 
Litigation Law Fi...

Morgan Stanley Group, J 
and Tescherft ...

Wow, the Fraud Sure Se 
Piling Up. Is Ted ...

Full Docket Of Heritage 
Insurance Case ...

Heritage Lawsuit Illinois 
Response Regar...

Reported as a Murder, y 
checked is medic...

"The Document in Ques 
the Inheritance ...

Looks like the Tescher E 
Bernstein F...

Ted Bernstein, Tescher and Sp;

• Florida Estate Forgery, f 
DOCKET

Donald Tescher on Left

http://tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/

Ted Bernstein, Tescher and Sp;
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Judge Coates was at Proskauer between 1991 and 2000; I believe those are some of the years Proskauer represented iViewIt and 
possibly during the times that Eliot sued that firm. Eliot has alleged that during these years is when Proskauer stole his patents. 
It was an unpleasant lawsuit for the firm I'm sure, and no doubt Eliot made it as unpleasant as possible for the partners of 
"Porksour Rose". Eliot lost his claim in federal court back in 2008 and I believe owes the firm a sanction award imposed by Judge 
Scheindlln, but he has not given up on that firm and continues to mention it in recent filings.

The point here is that Eliot must advise the parties of his position and the PR needs to get this resolved before there a number of 
hearings.

Also, you have set too many issues for one 30 minute hearing, particularly when it would be the Judge's first involvement in the 
case, in myopinion.

Alan B. Rose, Esq."

Posted by Crystal L. Cox at 9:09 AM No comments: | g+11 Recommend this on Google

Has Alan Rose gone ROUND the BEND? Alan Rose is already whining to a new 
Judge about my blogs reporting on this case? WOW

Calm Down Alan Rose, the Law Speaks for itself. Obey the Law, tell the TRUTH, the whole Truth and nothing but, and 
don't worry about those reporting on this high profile never ending Florida Estate Case which is a MASSIVE public concern.

Murder Allegations and millions paid in insurance, heirs waiting years for money while Ted 
Bernstein sells homes and let's them run down, Ted Bernstein getting an estate paid attorney 
and no one else, forged documents, documents signed by dead guys to close estates, and 
much MORE. This case is VERY important as so many go to Florida for their retirement, yet 
the attorneys in this case did NOT carry out the wishes of the Deceased. So why move to 
Florida if Probate Court will not carry out your wishes?

How in the world has all this been allowed to go on for years in Florida Probate court? 
Meanwhile Eliot Bernstein's family is starved out, kids lose their school and they are constantly 
harassed by Alan Rose attorney(paid by the estate in which is bullying the other heirs it seems) 
and others in the case. All this in a simple estate, that should have easily been settled years

NO WHINING

ago.

Now Alan Rose is WHINING to the New Judge about my blogs, again 
claiming my blogs are Eliot's and they are MY BLOGS, controlled by 
me.

Check this whiny Dribble out; GROW UP ALAN ROSE
https://docs.google.eom/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiNzZxRGtvb01MTzA/edit

• Florida Estate Forgery, f 
DOCKET

Blog Archive

▼ 2015(110)

T June (2)

I Allege that this Wet 
Condo Buyer in ...

Eye on Alan Rose off 
Fitzgerald, Rose, K

► May (22)

► April (63)

► March (8)

► February (7)

► January (8)

► 2014(248)

► 2013(31)
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Marie Chandler

Subjectr

Attachments:

FW: Case Nos. 502011CP000653, 502012CP004391, 502015CP00162, 5020MCP00369S 
XXXXMBU
ABR to Judge Coates 05-29-15 re Bernstein Matrers.pdf

From: Marie Chandler
Sent: Friday, May 29,2015 4:39 PM
To: (Redacted)
Cc: Alan Rose
Subject: Case Nos. 502011CP000653,502012CP004391, 502015CP00162, 502014CP003698 XXXXMBD

Dear Ms. Phillips:

Pursuant to your permission given to Mr. Rose, attached please find correspondence from Mr. Rose to Judge 
Coates.

Marie B. Chandler
Assistant to L. Louis Mrachek and Alan B. Rose
Email: mchandler@mrachek-law.com
Direct (561)472-2417

, KONOPKA
IDBBSH ^?WsSu».
505 8. Flagler Drive, Suite 800

cc: All parties on all service lists attached to letter.

Posted by Crystal L. Cox at 8:59 AM No comments: [ g+1 j Recommend this on Google

Friday, May 22, 2015

Was Howard Coates REALLY picked Randomly as a Judge in this Case? REALLY? 
Seriously? A former Proskauer Rose attorney?WOW

Was with Proskauer Rose for 10 years and now on the iViewit SCANDAL in Florida?? Are you Kidding, WOW

Well this should be interesting, hopefully lawful!!

Bio
http: //15thcircuit.co.palm-beach.fl.us/web/judge-coates

http://ballotpedia.org/Howard_K._Coates

http://www.awo.com/attorneys/33401-fLhoward-coates-1273629.html

News on ..

http: //www. palmbeachpost.com/news/news/crime-law/scott-picks-three-for-palm-beach-county-judgeships/njZNL/

Posted by Crystal L. Cox at 12:57 PM No comments: | 8’1 I Recommend this on Googie

YAY Judge Colin Recused himself. Good Thing, as he has fumbled around for 
years. We shall HOPE that a New Judge is MORE Lawful and Ethical.

To Download
https://drive, google, com/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkidVdlWENfTFZoaG8/view?usp=sharing
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ORDER OF RECUSAL

SUA SPONTE, This Court hereby recuses itself In connection with the above

South County Court Judge, but to randomly do so to another Probate Judge in North

County.

DONE and ORDERED in chambers, at Delray Beach, Palm Beach County,

| 8+1 i Recommend this on Google

Thursday, May 21, 2015

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiVGt5bVlwcE9vQP0/vtew?usp=sharmg

1

2

3

4

5
Plaintiff,

6 Case No.. 13 cv 3643

7 UNION LIFE INSURANCE

8
Defendant,

9

10 UNION LIFE INSURANCE

11
Counts r-Plai nti ff

12

13

14

Counter-Defendant15

| g+1 | Recommend this on Google

Tuesday, May 19, 2015

Wells Fargo AGAIN ?

SIMON BERNSTEIN IRREVOCABLE 
INSURANCE TRUST DTD 6/21/95

HERITAGE
COMPANY,

SIMON BERNSTEIN IRREVOCABLE 
INSURANCE TRUST DTD 6/21/95,

HERITAGE
COMPANY,

CASE NO: 502012CP004391XXXXSB
PROBATE DIVISION: IY

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION

Posted by Crystal L. Cox at 10:59 AM No comments:

Posted by Crystal L. Cox at 12:03 PM No comments:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FIFTEENTH 
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT. IN AND FOR PALM BEACH 
COUNTY, FLORIDA

Florida, this 19ih davofMav. 2015.

THE ESTATE OF 
SIMON L. BERNSTEIN, 

Deceased.

so Ted Bernstein Never Called the Sheriff and reported a murder? never 
contacted a corner? and he did not report that Robert Spallina was acting as 
hmmm Check it Out

styled case. In that this Court has discussed this case and related cases with the other 

two Judges in South County, it is requested that the Clerk not reassign this case to a

http://tedbernstei nreport. bl og spot.com/ 6/10
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Visitor Analysis & System Spec

Search Referral: www.google.com/ (Keywords Unavailable)

Host Name: bp06aloxdc-out.wellsfargo.com Browser: IE 8.0

IP Address: 159.45.71.14 — [Label IP Address] Operating System: Win?

Location: Saint Louis, Missouri, United States Resolution: 1600x900

Returning Visits: 1 Javascript: Enabled

Visit Length: Not Applicable ISP: Wells Fargo & Company

Navigation Path

Date Time

www.google.com/ (Keywords Unavailable)

19 May 06:28:41 tedbernsteinreport.blogspot.com/

WebPage

Posted by Crystal L Cox at 6:52 AM No comments: g+1 ! Recommend this on Google

Friday, May 15, 2015

Petition to Remove Judge Martin Colin from the Simon and Shirley Bernstein 
Estate Cases in Florida. Judge Martin Colin has let massive crimes occur in his 
court and has seriously caused irreparable harm to the victims in this case.

Click Below to Read or Download this Court Filing
https: //docs.google.com/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiRlp6bTUyVnZZYmc/edit

Judge Martin Colin has let this Fraud, Forgery, Alleged Murder Case go on and on for years. He must, as a matter of law be 
removed. Judge Martin Colin has serious conflicts of interest in this case.

Filing # 27319445 E-Filed 05/14/2015 05:23:02 PM

INTHE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FIFTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AHO FOR PAUW BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA

TED BERNSTEIN, AS TRUSTEE PROBATE DIVISION
0RHE SHIRLEY BERNSTEIN TRUST AGREEMENT CA5EN0.: 50^014CP003698XXXXSQ
DATED MAY 70,20D8, AS AMENDED,

PLAiNTIrt,

V-

ALEXANDRA BERNSTEIN; CT Al.

DEFENDANTS-

_________________________ /

Other Applicable Rdaled Cases this Disqnalificalian of Judge Manin Colin Should AppK io:

Case I! 5(l2012CPUiN39IXXXXSB -Sutton Renwicin Estate

Case a 5()2(H 1CP000653XXXXSU - Shirley Bernstein Estate

Can: H 502<I14CP002815XXXXSB - Oppetilicitucr v. Bcmsrein Muku Children

Case 503014CPU0369XXXXX5B - Shirley Trust ConsiruuloB

Cjhc/I 502U15CP001162XXXXS0 -* Eiioi Bernstein v. Trostci Simon Tnisl Case OLD CASE a 
5O2O14CAOU637XXXXMB

_____ ______________ _ /

Posted by Crystal L. Coxat5:13 AM Nocomments: PS+1 j Recommend this on Google

Wednesday, May 13, 2015

Heritage Union Life Insurance Company is well aware of what is going on in the 
Simon Bernstein Case. So is Heritage Union part of the fraud? If not then why 
have they, themselves not joined in to SUE Tescher ft Spallina and to cry out 
fraud on the courts, insurance fraud and possible murder?

Letter To Mark Sarlitto - Senior Vice President and General Counsel of Heritage Union Life Insurance Company / 
WiltonRe and Chris Stroup ~ Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer.
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"From: Eliot Ivan Bernstein [mailto:iviewit@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 21,2014 6:19 AM

To: MarkSarlitto ~ Senior Vice President and General Counsel @ Heritage Union Life / WiltonRe 
(msarlitto@wiltonre.com); Chris Stroup ~ Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer @ Heritage Union 
Life / WiltonRe (cstroup@wiltonre.com)

Subject: URGENT RE INSURANCE FRAUD -
Policy Number: 1009208 on the life of SIMON L. BERNSTEIN

Dear Mr. Stroup and Mr. Sarlitto @ Heritage Union Life / Wilton RE,

I am writing regarding the Life Insurance Policy on my father, Simon L. Bernstein (deceased), Policy No. 1009208. It has come to 
my attention through a Federal Court case titled "Simon Bernstein Irrevocable Insurance Trust Dtd 612111995, et. al. v. Heritage 
Union Life Insurance Company, et. al," Case No.13 cv3643 in the US District Court Northern District of Illinois that a claim was 
filed with Heritage by a one Robert Spallina, Esq. of the law firm Tescher & Spallina PA, acting as the Trustee for an alleged 
lost trust named "The Simon Bernstein 1995 Irrevocable Insurance Trust" claimed to be the Contingent Beneficiary, 
however no executed copies of the Trust exist as of this date.

Further, Mr. Spallina represented that he has never seen nor been in possession of the lost trust, yet he filed a claim with 
Heritage Union acting as the Trustee of that lost trust he never saw or possessed.

Further, from production documents in the Federal Case it was also learned that Spallina additionally represented himself to 
the carrier as the Trustee of the alleged Primary Beneficiary of the Policy, a one LaSalle National Trust, N.A., of which he 
also is not.

The claim was DENIED due to the inability to show a proper beneficiary and produce a legal valid trust document as 
beneficiary.

Legally, a valid executed trust instrument must be present at death for a trust to be paid any benefits and in the case of 
a lost beneficiary at death Florida law is clear that the benefit should be paid to the Estate of the insured.

Mr. Spallina and his partner Donald Tescher, Esq. have recently resigned as Personal Representatives/Executors, Trustees and 
Counsel to the Estate and Trusts of Simon Bernstein, after admittedly altering Trust documents in my parents Estates and 
Trusts to illegally change beneficiaries and whose Notary Public and Legal Assistant, a one Kimberly Moran has been 
arrested and convicted of Fraud and admitted to six counts of FORGERY of estate documents, including a POST MORTEM 
FORGERY of my deceased father's name in efforts to alter the beneficiaries of my deceased mother's estate.

They also used my deceased father to act as Personal Representative/Executor after he was deceased and consummated a 
fraud on the Florida Probate Court under Judge Martin Colin.

After the claim was rightfully denied by Heritage, certain of Simon's children who were wholly disinherited in the 
Estate plan by both Simon and his deceased spouse Shirley, Theodore Stuart Bernstein and Pamela Simon, filed a Breach of 
Contract lawsuit against Heritage Union and in this action Theodore suddenly now claimed he was the Trustee of the lost 
trust and not Spallina.

Theodore Bernstein it has been learned from a Palm Beach County Sheriff investigation report, attached herein, is alleged to 
have taken already improper distributions of assets in his alleged fiduciary capacities, AGAINST THE ADVICE OF 
COUNSEL.

You will note that in Jackson National's initial opposition to the lawsuit on behalf of Heritage, Jackson also claimed that 
Theodore had NO LEGAL STANDING to the file the lawsuit in the first place and was advised by counsel of such, which 
appears a correct legal analysis.

Due to these alleged FRAUDULENT ACTIVITIES that took place in the filing of the life insurance claim, I have contacted the 
Jacksonville, IL Police department and spoke with Detective Scott Erthal who opened Case No. 2014000865.

Detective Erthal then contacted me and told me he had spoken to Carol Ann Kindred at Heritage Union and that they 
would be conducting the initial FRAUD investigation internally.

I was surprised when I got the attached letter from C.A. Kindred, which attempts to inform me that Heritage is not 
investigating the alleged FRAUDULENT claim filed with the company, most surprising is why she did not direct her letter to 
Detective Erthal and instead contacted me to inform me that Heritage was refusing to conduct an investigation.

C.A. Kindred also stated that the Federal Court would be handling the Fraud issues and obviously Federal Courts do not 
conduct criminal investigations or insurance investigations.

As you may know, life insurance carriers are legally required to attempt to find the true and proper beneficiary of an
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insurance contract upon death and in this instance no effort has been made to either contact LaSalle National Trust, N.A.
to join the Federal lawsuit by the life insurance carrier or any other party and attempts are being made to payan alleged 
contingent beneficiary (the lost trust, which is not listed with the carrier as the contingent beneficiary according to their 
records) without first paying the Primary Beneficiary, a truly bizarre case.

The Life Insurance contract has also not been produced and it appears Heritage and their Successors and their reinsurers have 
ail lost the contract that the Breach of Contract lawsuit was filed on, making an almost surreal lawsuit where neither the 
alleged Plaintiff, the lost trust is legally nonexistent and the contract the breach is based upon also does not exist.

In efforts to secure the contract I am asking that you check your files for Heritage and see if you can locate one. It also has 
come to my attention that no one has notified the Primary Beneficiary or made any efforts to this date to make contact with 
them, LaSalle National Trust, N.A., which is now owned by:

Chicago Title Land Trust Company
10 South LaSalle Street, Suite 2750
Chicago, Illinois 60603
Tel: □ I 312.223.2195

As hearings in the Federal Case are proceeding quickly, your prompt attention to these matters is required and please inform 
me of your work with the Jacksonville PD so that I may know if this matter has to be investigated by Federal Authorities at this 
time for the initial alleged Fraudulent claim made to Heritage Union that Heritage and its successors refuse to 
investigate internally.

I have contacted your offices as it appears that the Heritage Union Life Insurance Company website was taken down and refers 
now to Wilton RE as the successor.

Attorney for Jackson National Life in the Federal case, Alexander Marks, Esq. has told the Federal Court Judge, Amy St. Eve, 
that Heritage et al. while being discharged from the Federal lawsuit would be willing to help the parties in any way and 
this refusal to investigate is directly opposite this claim and if further problems stand in the way I will be forced to seek 
leave to have ail parties reinstated in the Federal action instantly, including now Wilton RE.

Finally, from reviewing the production materials in the lawsuit, it appears that certain carrier files may have been tampered 
with by an insider, who Plaintiffs have claimed was willing to pay an insurance claim without any proper beneficiary 
documentation and we are also looking to find who this party is.

Thank you for your cooperation in these matters and please feel free to contact me with any questions or further information. 
Eliot

Eliot I. Bernstein"

Attached the Letter were These Two Documents

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiallSQ0UlRVpqdVk/edit?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bzn2NurXrSkiNkNTVz\/lSlNZTEk/edit?usp=sharing

So Heritage Union Life Insurance Company is very aware of what is going on in this case. What will they do, if anything, is yet a 
mystery.

Posted by Crystal L. Cox at 11:54 AM No comments: | g+i | Recommend this on Google
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Monday, September 14, 2015

oh and you do know that Blogging is a Constitutionally Protected Activity RIGHT?

Do you need me to list cases to assist you in this? Besides my MAJOR, Landslide one of a kind court of appeals win, there 
are tons of courts that flat out state that blogging is a constitutionally protected activity., just a factoid.

To Read this WHOLE BLOG, 

posts on the bottom right, f 

page. Don’t let this Florida I 

Insurance FRAUD and Forge 

YOU.

So here we go, more whining from the Ted Bernstein camp. Why? The TRUTH really would be easier. Simply DO THE 
RIGHT THING and OBEY the LAW. Alan B. Rose of Page Mract 

& Rose LI...

oh and for the 10 millionth time, Eliot Bernstein DOES not control any of my blogs, never has and never will. I have a 
constitutionally protected right to report on this case.
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Alexandra aka Monica intei 
Bernstein
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Hey Alan

Don't forget when tattling on me for reporting on this story, there are tons of blogs you missed such as

http.7/attorneyalanrose.blogspot.com/

Updates to ALL coming soon
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http://robertspallina.blogspot.com/

http://judgemartincolin.blogspot.com/

oh and hundreds of other blogs on this and connected cases exposing corruption in the Florida Probate Courts, Family 
Court, Police Investigations, Intellectual Property and patent lawyers and lot’s more documents of undeniable PROOF. 
Should an honest court ever actually take a look.
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Saturday, September 12, 2015

POOR Baby Ted Bernstein is going to Use his Legal Power ?? to STOP the First
Amendment? Or is it use legal remedies to huff and puff? So funny Ted Bernstein 
costs the "estate" millions and is now trying to avoid jail it sure seems and is
whining of 100,000? What? Check out this whiny DRIBBLE.
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My clattering rambling RANT is in BLUE.

"From: Ted Bernstein [mailto:tbernstein@lifeinsuranceconcepts.com]
Sent: Friday, September 11, 2015 1:12 PM

Subject: Online defamation

"The 3rd anniversary of Dad’s death is approaching and I feel obligated, as his son and your brother, to reach out to you 
on behalf of myself and the other professionals working for Dad's trusts and estates. ”

Yes Sad isn't it Ted, that you have disgraced and dishonored your father so badly, and you have harmed his grand 
children, seemingly forged his signature and tied up millions of his money and your mom's money and greedily did what 
ever you pleased while your siblings suffered. And you feel a sense of morbid "OBLIGATION" now? What a Crock of Shit.

There were NO professionals working on your Dad's Trust, it seems to me that there were crooks, forgers, liars, thieves 
and those who massively dishonored your Dad's wishes, oh and broke the law.

" On numerous occasions and in many different ways, I have requested that you remove all of the blogs and websites in 
which you are slandering and defaming me, my family, my businesses and the judges and other professionals providing 
service to the trusts and estates of mom and dad; but so far you have refused."

Does Eliot have things written online about you? Hmmm I can't seem to find them. I can't seem to find any websites or 
blogs that Eliot has about whiny baby Ted at all. And WOW crying about blogs defaming JUDGES?? What? Judges are 
public officials and COLIN umm he broke the law Ted for you, well not really you but to protect Tescher and Spallina for 
YOU. So it will all come out in a non-corrupt court one day, just keep on sitting there doing NOTHING to make things 
right and ENSURE your prison sentence COMING SOON, as far as I see it.

Slandering YOUR Business? Are you Kidding? Anyone who reads my news blogs that have nothing to do with Eliot, oh 
except he is a party to the case, well if they can read the actual DOCUMENTS then they can see you have broke the law, 
and looks to me personally that you were involved in your Dad's death or covering it up for whoever was.

So where is this slander of you, your family, your business? Oh and your business really? What business is that? the illegal 
Botox business? or the insurance business? whatever you actually do with that one?

"I also have asked you to cease publishing information about, and interfering in, the sale of our parents’ home; but so far 
you have refused."

Where has Eliot published anything about you? You mean documents of his case? or do you mean my blogs, that are 
published and COMPLETELY controlled by me, Crystal Cox, personally, as is my First Amendment right.

"To date, your actions have cost the Trust more than $100,000 of net sales proceeds for this property alone."

Is this a joke? Your actions have cost around a million in attorney fees right? to keep up your LIES, right? And you have 
sold off condos and personal property with NO money to the actual heirs, right? And you have used up, stolen or 
somehow hidden millions, or so it seems from the documents I have read over YEARS. And now your whining over 
$100,000? WOW Alan Rose or even the Broker John Poletto got more then that right?

"As you know better than anyone, whether or not Dad adequately provided for us during his lifetime, Dad’s final wishes 
were to leave his assets equally to his grandchildren, 3 of whom are your children. Your disappointment about this and 
your resulting actions are helping to ensure that most of his assets will be squandered in administrative costs and 
professional fees. Over the past three years, in my role as a fiduciary attempting to carry out Mom and Dad’s final 
wishes, I have tolerated an incredible amount of abuse from you."

Just so there is no error here to who ever you are spewing this bullshit to. YOU are the one who has hurt the grandkids 
and you have NOT carried out ANY final wishes. You are the abuser and NOT the VICTIM. You appear to be delusional, 
must be all that botox and the ???

”We hardly know one another, having virtually no contact over the past 30 years. Since our Dad died, you have made 
unfounded accusations about me that appear to be part of a playbook repeated by you over the past 20 years to 
intimidate and bully those who do not agree with you. Your motivation for slandering and defaming innocent people 
online is malicious and serves no purpose to the efficient administration of the trusts and estates."

Slandering and Defaming "innocent” people? Really? Have you even read the thousands of documents of proof of the 
iViewit case, or even this estate case? Your CAUGHT Ted. Who ever you worked for or with at Proskauer, you are ALL 
caught. It is now only a matter of time before an honest court steps up to indict you ALL.

No Playbook, just Rules of Procedure and the LAW, oh and some pretty good reporting of course.
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"You endlessly level accusations against people without providing proof for what you claim."

WHAT? Have you NOT read THOUSANDS, literally thousands of documents of proof in this and other cases connected in 
any way to Eliot Bernstein?

"Mom and Dad chose Tescher and Spallina to draft their documents and to act as their trusted fiduciaries upon their 
deaths."

YEP and Tescher and Spallina chose to go against their wishes, hook up with you and sign their name after they died and 
try and run off with millions. Can you say Aid and Abet?

"Members of that firm admittedly acted illegally and with poor judgment. 1 am sure Mom and Dad would not be pleased 
to learn what occurred. But their wrongdoing, which has been investigated by the proper agencies and will be addressed 
in a prudent manner, does not justify your continued and disruptive actions."

It doesn't? Well you helped them do those illegal acts Ted? You are the one who had poor judgement and broke the law 
right? Did you not work with them?

And here you are saying they admitted to the crimes, yet you want blogs talking about the crimes to stop publishing 
what you allege to be slander and defamation?

"Moreover, none of the people or professional firms who now provide service or act as fiduciaries, including myself, 
played any role in the creation of these documents. Despite these realities, you have made allegations for 3 years now, 
about all of us, ranging from murder, explosions and illegal Botox funding. Every allegation you have made remains only 
that, allegations and accusations made by you and Crystal Cox, your partner. No proof, no charges, no investigations. 
Nothing but carefully constructed blogs designed to trick unknowing readers.

I am not out to TRICK anyone. If these "unknowing readers" come to my blog, they can read the documents of the case 
and think for themselves. Read your depositions, read the police report and you claiming there was a murder then 
changing your story, they can KNOW as they read all of your words, and all of the documented proof that I give them and 
THINK for themselves. There is no requirement to believe me. I always insist that the reader have a BRAIN.

"Every single matter you are involved in results in you claiming fraud, car bombings, theft, ethical violations, 
professional misconduct, judicial misconduct, law suits, threats - and ultimately, online defamation of your opponents. 
None of these matters are related yet you use the same tactics each and every time."

Umm hey DUMBASS, there was a car bombing. Do you even give a shit that your family had someone try and murder 
them? hmm I guess not, why would you?

opponent?? defamation?? you mean the criminals who robbed him and his family?

"You represent yourself as an attorney, although you are not a lawyer and have no legal background or training 
whatsoever. Representing yourself, without competent legal counsel, you play without rules and eviscerate the 
boundaries and rules which counselors and judges must follow."

Being pro se is a THING, dumb dumb. And Eliot is VERY good at it. Read the legal documents or have someone read them 
to you, ya urn seems to be doing a very good job in the face of MASSIVE EVIL, and not just your face.

"You sued Florida Supreme Court justices, New York Supreme Court justices and dozens of companies and individuals. In 
New York, Judge Schiendlin has enjoined you from filing additional claims based upon your belief that your trillion-dollar 
technology has been stolen through a conspiracy involving courts, judges, lawyers and major tech companies, and 
entered sanctions against you.

"You have also litigated unsuccessfully in other states, including Nevada. Your behavior in the Palm Beach county courts 
is remarkably similar. You are a vexatious litigant. This appears to be a crucial part of your method."

Ummmm WHAT? Did Eliot litigate in Nevada? I have not seen

You signed a contract with Mom and Dad more than 10 years ago agreeing that you would never sue any member of your 
family. As a planner dealing in this area for the past 30 years, I have never heard of any other similar agreement 
between a child and his parents.

All of us understand that the death of Mom and Dad has been emotionally devastating for you and economically 
destabilizing. Your sisters and I understand the special challenges and circumstances you face and as a result, we have 
been extremely tolerant."

Tolerant? You have been made to obey the law and you have hated it, you have done all you can to be EVIL and have not 
been TOLERANT in any way”
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"But history is repeating itself and you have turned this into an abusive tirade against your family. After 3 years of 
baseless accusations about fraud, frauds and fraud on the courts, enough is enough. ”

Baseless, Really? You hypocrite, you just admitted above that there was fraud, illegal activity and poor judgement and 
now it's all baseless? What a Dumb Ass.

"The online defamation and slandering is simply no longer an acceptable way for you to cope."

Not about COPING Teddy, it is about reporting on corruption in the Probate court in FLORIDA. Actually documents and 
information, REPORTING and not a way to "cope”.

"I am not suggesting that you stop your campaign to prove what you believe - that is your prerogative. I am, however, 
pleading with you to immediately stop the defamation and the slander about me and the other innocent professionals. ”

What? Eliot cannot stop something he is not doing and Eliot is not my partner, and has no access or control over my blogs 
in ANY way. And there are no "innocent professionals”, they know who broke the law and have not upheld their oath of 
honor, ethics and to the constitution. THEY have violated their professional standards and they are being exposed, 
period.

”.. Please remove these sites from the Internet and instruct your partner, Crystal Cox, to do the same. If you do not 
immediately remove these sites and my name from them, you are leaving me with no other choice but to pursue all 
available legal remedies."

Eliot has NOT ever controlled my blogs, nor will he ever. And the TRUTH about you and these not so professional 
professionals will remain online, eternally, no matter what, so there is that.

Eliot is not MY PARTNER, he is one of thousands of victims of corruption I report on my thousands of blogs. So what is 
this huff and puff legal remedy you are going to do to Eliot about my blogs? Well I guess we shall wait and see.
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Friday, September 11, 2015

John Poletto, YOU are LIABLE for what Ted Bernstein and Alan Rose talked you 
into doing. YOU know what is LAW and what is NOT. Tell the TRUTH now and 
maybe avoid going to jail with them.
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Hello Pam, so ya ready to tell the TRUTH, the whole Truth and nothing but the 
TRUTH about Ted and Alan Rose or go to the BIG HOUSE with em?
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Hello John Pankauski, YOU are still a party of all this. Maybe it's time to come 
clean on what you know about Ted Bernstein and Alan Rose. The TRUTH will 
come out in the right court, an honest court one day.
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